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Pleasure 

 

My pleasure Your pleasure 

My pleasure Your pleasure 

My pleasure Your pleasure 

 

The measure I treasure is your pleasure 

                                           Your pleasure 

The measure I treasure is your pleasure 

                                           Your pleasure 

The measure I treasure is your pleasure 

                                           Your pleasure 

 

Forever & Ever… 

 

The measure I treasure is your pleasure 

The treasure I measure is your pleasure 

Your pleasure is my treasure, Forever & Ever… 

                                            

My pleasure Your pleasure 

My measure Your pleasure 

I treasure Your pleasure 

Forever & Ever… 



Messy 

 

Boner hangin' down my leg 

The balls matching the set 

My brother named his ling Vet 

Let's stop dumping over the net 

         My papa wish I judged the Press                                                              

My mama wished I was the Prez 

    So my next move must be my best                                                                                           

Yo my next mood must be honest                                                                                                                                                                              

So the lifestyle y’all can respect 

Had to leave the woods in Brent 

 Yeah I had to be in the hills of Bev                                                                                                            

In every song gotta re-invent, self 

So I never pulled up just to flex 

  You know I must bring the set                                                                                                                          

I gotta put the rumors to rest                                                                                              

You know I gotta be earnest, yes 

      You know I gotta build a nest, yes                                                              

You know how messy it gets, yes                                                                                                  

You know how messy it gets, yes 

You know how messy it gets, yes 

       You know how messy it gets, yes                                                                

She lovin’ how I make her undress, yes                                             

She lovin' how I'm makin' her wet, yes                                                                                  

She lovin’ how I’m making her sweat, yes 

You know how sexy it gets, yes 

All that pumpin' up your chest, yes  

And All that talk about the best, yet 

Yeah, you know how messy it gets, yes 

Figgas gotta to pay me a check, when 

When everything’s get’s put to bed, 

And everybody takes a breath, then 

And everything gets addressed, then 

It's you alone with your regrets, then 

All that pumpin' up your chest, yes 

And All that talk about the best, yet 

Yeah, you know how messy it gets, yes                                                                                                                

Like, we weren't supposed to come up with something this clean you know 

what I mean 

Messy 

 

 



Soul Singing 

 

LOVE is as high & wide as the whole universe 

Giving birth to many suns, moons & earths 

LOVE is our Soul’s reflection 

Shining the World’s perfection 

LOVE is living to give affection 

It is giving directions for protection 

LOVE is the treasure that makes us better 

Living it is a pleasure beyond measure 

LOVE forgives & forgets itself 

And lives to give of itself 

I sing with all my heart and soul 

To the one who is so beautiful 

Without you I’m not whole 

You are my better half 

The one that I need to have 

With you I’m seldom sad 

Together we achieve our goals 

Speak to me words worth more than gold 

I need you now to share control 

U lead me to the place of soul 

You are so beautiful, love your devotion 

always so vocal and open 

your honesty makes you respectable 

our chemistry is untouchable 

You are always on my mind… 

With you I transcend space & time 

The state you bless me with is the highest mastery & art 

Positively changing days from sunrise till after dark 

In my mind’s eye you are all I see, near & far 

The way home is through each other’s hearts 

Lovers together each other discover & find 

I wonder if you would mind if I call you mine? 

 



Rap Icon 

 

You wanted your name in lights, 

“Look who’s now appearing.” 

You’re told that your star’s rising, 

But your conscience is disappearing. 

They craft your image, immaculate. 

Everyone sees your face. 

Some seem to speculate. 

Truth dissolves without a trace. 

So now that your path is chosen. 

Your age of innocence has ended. 

Your life’s a little bit frozen. 

Only wanting to be befriended. 

So now you’re a bit iconic. 

Your theme is you’re different 

But don’t you think it’s ironic. 

It’s you your friends have missed? 

Look at your reflection. 

What’s it the people question? 

Dollar signs in their eyes 

As the bottom line of the times! 

Success, in all fashions. 

Some don’t like you, surprise. 

So, you hang your image on nylon. 

Another fallen rap culture icon. 

 

 



Rap’s MVP 

 

My lyrical rituals so habitual 

I’m rhyming musically mystical 

Spiritually indivisible invincible 

Invisible miracles visible in physical 

To the simple yet celestial individuals 

Half-Man, Half-Amazing 

Rap fans my raps blazing 

Trail souls of star dust 

Holy Grails to Mary Us 

And Hail I Siassi 

I Am Amir Ali 

Issa is iLA Rima 

MC AmiRimA 

Hate it or love it, the underdog's on top 

And I'm gon' shine homey until my heart stop 

Go 'head envy me, I'm rap's MVP 

And I ain't goin' nowhere, so you can get to know me 

Hate it or love it, the underdog's on top 

And I'm gon' shine homey until my heart stop 

Go 'head envy me, I'm rap's MVP 

And I ain't goin' nowhere, so you can get to know me 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RAPture 

 

O Angels help me make logic of what’s here 

I want to make sense of all that is, 

yoU know, so I can take steps for our profit 

In the trail that takes us out of chaos 

Sailing the stream of consciousness into the cosmos 

 

My affinity with infinity keeps me in motion 

Flowin' existence’s ocean heart set on devotion 

senses sent to us for our Ascension 

Other beings being our Extension 

through the surface we reach the depth 

to know the purpose of each step 

Or show the service of every breath 

All’s a calling back to self 

Within exists the greatest wealth 

The soul’s loving presence is acknowledged 

Our goal of living’s passing on knowledge 

 

O Angels help me make logic of what’s here 

I want to make sense of all that is, 

yoU know, so I can take steps for our profit 

In the trail that takes us out of chaos 

Sailing the stream of consciousness into the cosmos 

 

 

 



Real Feelin’ 

 

Feeling leads to states of being 

So, feel more to be more real 

and give life more meaning 

 

Believing begins with hope 

We gain some faith 

From experiencing this which is Safe, you know 

This which is in the body’s safe 

Is the Treasure in the chest 

It has been named Soul or Spirit 

I call it Awareness or Consciousness 

Where the Whole or Total is 

‘There’ knows no stress for it is at rest 

Wasn’t given birth by earth or its 

beings, therefore death is meaningless 

for ‘There’ always was, will be, and is 

the only Presence which ever exists is the Essence 

So getting bare prepares us to live naked 

Free of all that’s fake, nearer to what’s real 

Really, becoming clearer that the One who made it 

Is in All not separate to the ones who feel 

 

Feeling leads to states of being 

So, feel more to be more real 

and give life more meaning 

 



Real One 

 

Has the soul of stars  

Dawned on my senses 

Sober and consciously 

Awakening my being 

To still keep flowing 

To still keep going 

Like sailing boats 

From coast to coast 

However late it came 

In whatever shape 

Fills the lonely night 

Like the sun's holy light 

Shining so very bright 

Giving us all our sight 

Bringing us all to smile 

Inspiring us all to rhyme 

In the shadow of night 

With thousands of fires 

Flows this poetry of mine 

The soul of star's dust 

Has dawned in all of us 

 

 



 

Re-Born 

 

Yo, you know your naked figures 

Worth more than sacred scriptures 

Make/Paint angles of ageless pictures 

XY’s impregnating our XX mirrors 

Pro-Creating makes the image clearer 

DNA traits chased racing ever nearer 

The gene-ration becoming ever dearer 

Evolutions process never been realer 

Nature selects itself to become freer 

Beings protect themselves from tears 

From the unknown potential of fears 

For love’s consciousness to actualize here 

 

Re-Born from Love If it’s Just Us, 

In Us We must Re-Form the Trust 

 

 

 

 

 



ReCreation 

 

I’m not inspired by your words of woe 

nor the toxic tears of your ashen eyes 

pouring pity upon a silken face 

lived without remorse upon mankind 

Your chaos is your own, not mine, 

seething through your every pore 

shadowed only by the arrogance 

that you are the master of us all 

Splinters of your sadistic deeds 

sent upon my aura shall not take, 

for the mirror returned it unto thee 

my will is my own, not yours to take 

I shall be golden among the indigo, 

soaring above it all, alive and free 

while you fall from the throne of bones, 

left beneath your religion’s withering tree 

Coming together It’s easier to work 

after our bodies meet paper and pen 

neither care nor profit whether we write or not 

but as your body moves under my hands 

charged and waiting we cut the leash 

you create me against your thighs hilly with images 

moving through our word countries 

my body writes into your flesh 

the poem you make of me. 

Touching you I catch midnight 

as moon fires set in my throat 

I love you flesh into blossom 

I made you and take you made into me. 



ReForm 

 

Reform through civilian’s disobedience 

Peacefully demand rights and privileges 

Futile becomes governments resistance 

Worthwhile becomes civilian persistence 

The police force and military soldiers 

Need to be and feel safe, of course 

Even after the present system’s course 

The goal becomes to minimize the price 

And save the maximum number of lives 

Paving the way for equal human rights 

Craving the light of day, we’ll truly unite 

Democratic Institutions, Organizations, Infrastructure 

Are mandatory preconditions and necessary factors 

That independent citizens have to be actively after 

Breaking free from tyrannical imposition of dictators 

That society’s mission will reach its vision 

Although this has to be a collective decision 

Transformation requires a period of transition 

That can be witnessed in all political oppositions 

Demonstrated by work strikes and public protestations 

 

FREE & SAFE EXPERIENCES 

REACH GREAT EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

 



 

 

Refuse 

 

I refuse to lose 

I choose to use 

My tools my groove 

To improve your mood 

Remove the gloom 

Move with truth 

Resume being in tune 

Raise life’s volume 

Pay each a tribute 

Praise worthy attributes 

Create more gratitude 

Generate solving aptitudes 

Elevate loving attitudes    

 

  

 

 

 

 



Remember 

 

Remember who you are 

However near or far 

Together here and there 

Better here then there 

Better near than far 

Remember who you trust  

Remember who you love 

Remember who you fuck 

Whenever you get lost 

Remember to give love 

Members need to trust 

Members need true love 

Together feel pure love 

However near or far 

Pleasures near pains far 

Treasures here aims far 

Means near measures far 

Means here treasures trust 

Means here pleasures love 

Remember who you are 

Remember who you trust 

Remember what you want 

 



 

Remembered 

 

Dear friends, that friend  

with whom we once caroused at night 

Her willing services to us 

And our delight remembered 

And in your joy when tinkling bells and harps are there 

Include within your songs the sound 

Of love’s despair remembered 

When wine bestows a smile upon your server’s face 

Keep in your songs for lovers then 

A very special place remembered 

So, all that you have hoped for will be fulfilled at last 

All that we talked of long ago 

Deep in the distant past remembered 

When love is faithful and it seems 

Nothing can hurt you know that the world is still faithless 

And will desert you remembered 

If fortunes horse bolts under you 

Then call to mind your riding whip 

And see your friends aren’t left behind remembered 

 

 

 



ReFlex 

 

I sided with the maker to outlast 

And decided to take the route that 

Leads to getting freer, lighter 

I’m all about that fly feeling, High Life living 

Giving my rhyme more meaning 

Seeing or Hearing the One Being 

Readying the ground foundation reaching 

Reaping official benefits known 

Experiencing reality directly from the seeds sown 

Gathering together creeds we own 

Fathom causes effect and actions reaction 

One comes to vision’s point of wisdom 

Which joins the King to His Kingdom 

Hierarchy of beings becomes evident 

How we evolve becomes apparent 

The past lives dissolve into parallel worlds 

Yet unshown but known to have grown from the Soul 

I lived in a dead-end not a through street 

That’s why I was called de sac 

A fact I watch ball and talk in raps 

And write rhymes for target practice 

Lines aimed to take away pain 

Bring pleasure to the heart, brain 

And all other organs of organisms 

Light reflects and sound echoes within, 

Without…helping find nature’s rhythm 

A reason I listen and am silent 

look close with open eyes ears to hear 

Senses feel the continuous cycle of life’s reel 

The earth is round no doubt it spins around the Sun 

Clouds are like thoughts in the skies mind, 

Energy, Space and Time are creations of the Divine Mind 



 

 

Responsibility 

 

What am I gonna do when I grow up 

I’m gonna have to face responsibility 

What do I wanna be when I grow up 

I wanna do what makes me happy 

What am I gonna do when I know God 

I’m gonna change my state realistically 

What do I wanna do when I show Love 

I wanna thank God with praise constantly 

What am I gonna do when I know us 

I’m gonna make greater memories 

What do I wanna do when I show up 

I wanna stand up to change consciously 

What am I gonna do when I face responsibility 

I’m gonna make my stay much more worthy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Avant-Garde 

 

Cut umbilical cords 

Plug life into support 

Mates Love the drug 

Art forms our blood 

While cells brainstorm 

Vital signs come forth 

Pulses taken to perform 

Flows training thoughts 

On tracks and songs 

For raps to run laps 

Relay Meets Dance 

Flames fueled by fans 

Extended fam expands 

Lyrics bridging gaps 

Beats mixed to match 

DJ spinning to scratch 

Rhythm our rhyme’s reason 

The system of time’s seasons 

This prism our light’s medium 

Channeling life through stations 

Present relations uniting nations 

Preparations of past civilizations 

Preservation by space exploration 

Foreign lands under investigation 

For our race to further domestication 

Outer space plans closer to habitation 

 

Avant-Garde Leads our Charge 

Living Large And Dying Hard 

 



 

Rhyme King 

 

Should I judge or Love beings? It’s on you not to hurt your feelings 

With my only knowing your presence at last 

That One Beings God, I can feel it (It’s in us, AmiRimA, you're on) 

I'm beginning to feel like a Rhyme King, Rhyme King. 

 

Love showed me to rap like a computer was me and my genius 

I got a laptop in my lab and backpack 

My mind’s like a nine I load it up with knowledge 

Make a living, killing ignorance 

Ever since Capitol Hill was the House of Congress 

Mystic Mowlana Rumi Being Conscious Love’s path 

I'm a real MC yet my love’s beyond this 

The one is nude and as recent as all tales, willingly able to fill ‘em all with 

His forgivingly givingly kindness evolves 

You know really whatcha give to be getting it back 

It attracts our acts and reactions that’s backed by exact facts 

To expand your frame of mind I extend these spiritual lyrical miracles 

Rappin’ rapidly capable to make our deepest wishes and highest hopes happen 

Spirit of the BeLoved able to imagine the state of a Lover in Love 

Holy realized, I was astonished finding you after the fact of my raps 

How could I not flow? All I do is love pacts, feel my master plan 

For the track while I'm masterfully constructing this masterpiece 

 

 

 

 

 



Rap God 

 

Morphs into an immortal coming through the portal 

You're stuck in a time warp from 2000 though 

And I don't know other than Love what you rhyme for 

You're anointed as Rap God: a BeLoved reborn 

You're like formal, I love being normal 

My fans just bought this new song played on yoUtube 

The truth of one man’s faith to believe in abundance’s plan 

'Cause he works hard to share what he earns 

And keeps paying dues while day’s fade and years pass 

Man, woman, imagine us beings able and enabled to channel 

Say the way’s meant straight to Love that’s the destination each and every day 

"Great I’ma fan of you" Lyrics coming at you at supersonic speed 

Hum uma sama lamassu you assuming I'm a human 

What I gotta do to get it through to you I'm superhuman 

Innovative Creative AmiRimA’s a 100% Lover 

Know that anything unloving rolling off me like water off a duck’s back 

I'm never hesitating, to be forever demonstrating 

How to give a mother lovin' audience a feeling like it's levitating 

Never fading, and I know that the players are forever waiting 

For the day that they can become God, they'll be celebrating 

Cause I know the way to get 'em motivated 

I make elevating groovy music stay gravitating through it 

Oh, he's too humane of a being Well, rap’s just say do it, gotta be true to it 

His clock ticks to toc walks the talk I found a betta way to fuse it 

Hip Us to this Love rap Flow on improve yourself and make 'em choose it 

 



Rhythm 

 

Rhythm….Rhythm 

 

Rhythm riding rhyme’s reason 

System speaking time’s season 

Wisdom teaching life’s being 

Vision seeking site’s seeing 

Listen hearing fine feelings 

Decision reaching right meetings 

Civilians speaking kind greetings 

Children needing life agreeing 

Children needing life agreeing 

Civilians speaking kind greetings 

Decision reaching right meetings 

Listen hearing fine feelings 

Vision seeking site’s seeing 

Wisdom teaching life’s being 

System speaking time’s season 

Rhythm riding rhyme’s reason 

 

Rhythm….Rhythm 

 

 

 

 



 

RimA Says 

 

Yo, nothing was ever owed 

Everything's only borrowed 

Not even promised tomorrow 

Empty those moments of sorrow 

Fill your soul with feelings you enjoy 

Feel at home in the presence of joy 

Live Strong play to your advantage 

Keeping calm staying balanced 

Be immune to praise or blame 

Hear yourself in all the waves 

Seeing yourself in all the rays 

Within each n every one Always 

Forever Above Right and Wrong 

Is the Unified Field Being Beyond 

Itself writing all lyrics of all songs 

Without ever needing to speak on 

 

 

  

 

 



 

OtherWorldly MusiC 

 

Portraying good moods of summer 

Hummin’ a hymn sounds rapping 

So wholly in sync with the rhythm 

As if the otherworldly music was leaking 

Coming smoothly out of the subject cleanly 

Clearly without any kind of interruption 

Crowds gathering bursting into eruption 

It was magical how easily spells were cast 

One was simply majestical, the others his supporting cast 

He had that magnetic pull that made him charismatic 

Added by a mystical driving force making him enigmatic 

Flowing poetry in motion possessed by intrigue 

Fatiguing onlookers trying to uncover his mystique 

He was a no-body who could’ve had much more prestige 

Then maybe he wouldn’t have been able to live with such ease 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ripe 

 

Do u remember how u came into existence? 

U may not remember 

Because you arrived a little drunk. 

Let me give u a hint: 

Let go of your mind and then be mindful. 

Close your ears and listen! 

It’s difficult to speak to your unripeness 

U may still be in your springtime, 

Unaware that autumn exists. 

This world’s a tree to which we cling- 

We, the half-ripe fruit upon it. 

The immature fruit clings tightly to the branch 

Because, not yet ripe, it’s unfit for the palace. 

When fruits become ripe, sweet, and juicy, 

Then, biting their lips, they loosen their hold. 

When the mouth has been sweetened by felicity, 

The kingdom of the world loses its appeal. 

As long as you’re an embryo, 

All u think about is sipping blood. 

There’s more to be said, 

"I" and "U" focus light 

like decorative holes cut in a lampshade 

But there’s only One Light. 

"I" and "U" throw a thin veil between heaven and earth. 

Lift the veil and all creeds and theologies disappear. 

When "I" and "U" vanish, how can I tell whether I am 

in a mosque, a synagogue, a church, or an observatory? 

 



 

 

Rise & Shine 

 

The more my heart gets broken 

The more my mind gets open 

The more soul’s gets awoken 

The more stars get noticed 

The more lights get focused 

The more life’s art gets spoken 

The more high rhymes get flowing 

The more fine times get chosen 

The more like minds get closer 

The more bright signs get exposure 

The more night skies start over 

The more sun rises set under 

 

Even after the darkest of nights 

The Sun will still Rise & Shine 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Neck-Romancing 

 

Cheif's runnin' home with our checks credit the balance 

We serve fans worthy acts deserving of our cash 

Breathe from the chest’s depth, taking steps for your profit 

We just want the truth that witnesses, never forget that 

It didn’t express lack, light and sound back in a chess-match 

Best kept yet better when revealed in intimate raps 

And guess who just happens to be doin' more necromancing 

Actually, we’re only romancing and slow dancing 

'Cause she loves to cuddle, more than simply chat 

You know our bodies a jungle, let’s take time to show that 

But she's rised up planned to adjust with him and adapt 

Wife with Man, pave their relationship shape their own fate   

Lady's been surfing the web and searching the internet lately 

Tells me she’s been thinking about giving life to a baby, 

And maybe this can be signs that she’s trying to say please? 
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ReverB 

 

A one-man band turned into a woman man romance 

It was once for love, light and life now we fuck and lie, damn... 

We’ve come down, now we feel deserted and used 

Didn’t learn to love enough! Forget who did it first, discover you! 

Am I supposed to tell this world what we've been through? 

It's smart to find the truth, the news can truly pay our dues 

Don't want this to hurt, but what you deserve is the truth! 

Don't take it personal, I just can't say this in person to you 

So I revert to the studio, like my soul-is-all-rhymers 

Don't have to be reserved in a booth 

I just feel like the person who I'm tuning into is you 

Reverbable, I pray on songs with the crew like its church 

And now that I got you I don't need you 

My thirst was at a disadvantage that it pursued 

Why do I even do this work that I do? 

Give God my hopes preach my raps, sermon and speech 

Urge fans to flame my yearning to croon                                                                      

But Now whispers Here is too soon 
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For Life’s Sake 

 

 

Always “life’s game, never life for life’s sake!" 

What can I say? If my life was a bridesmaid 

And the bride was our aim, I'd be working five days 

Seeking life’s fate, wide awake while slicing the pie, five ways 

That's why I may have came at you with five plates 

How can I have five dates and keep my mind straight? 

Now I can’t go out on blind dates with blind faith! 

Life’s Art can give back love it’s divine grace,  

What else can I say? Rhyming’s fun as child’s play 

Yes, I really would love for you to smile all of your days 

As if there were no clouds in your sky filled with sun-rays  
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Roads 

 

Never losing, Forever improving  

Measures of building a better team  

Team on the block cruising the streets   

Each one of us pursing our dreams   

Death before dishonor respect the code  

Do or die, G’s spotted from the peep hole  

 I grind hard nightly to shine so bright  

 I grind hard daily to shine more light 

Time after time, Line after line, uh 

Life after life, Rhyme after rhyme, uh huh 

Rappers mastering rhymes, mastering minds  

Rather rise, gather to find patterns of time 

Divine designs, signs scattered in minds 

Matters arrive answers we find as spirits align  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Rollin’ in the Riches 

 

My mind’s a kingdom 

Inside which joys I find 

That all it needs is wisdom 

That earth offers being kind  

Though I want what others have 

Yet my mind still forbids to crave 

No pompousness no wealthy store 

No pressure to win the victory 

No wily wit to salve any sores 

No shapes to feed a loving eye 

To none of these I’ll yield y’all 

But why? My mind serves all 

I see how plenty surfeits oft, 

And hasty climbers soon fall 

 

They’re poor, I’m rich; they beg, I give 

They lack, I leave; they long, I live 

 

 

 



 

 

ContentMent 

 

I see that those who are aloft 

Mis-Haps threaten most of all  

They get with toil and keep in fear 

Such cares my mind couldn’t bear 

Content to live, this is my stay 

I seek no more than may suffice 

I press to bear no haughty sway 

See, what I lack my mind supplies 

Yo, thus I triumph like a king 

Content with what my mind brings 

Some have too much, yet still crave 

I have little, and seek no more 

They’re poor, however much they have 

And I’m rich with little in store 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Royal Flush 

 

You pissed me off, dick 

I pissed you out, drink 

Out my system get out trick 

Got high wisdom bow bitch 

Love rhythmic flow music 

Sound of hearing loveliness 

Around for feeling oneness 

No doubts please leave me you 

More clout hear me through 

No clouds in my sky view 

So loud those high notes 

Pure shouts of fine girls 

Pour out those high hopes 

Your route only you did go 

 

Oh, your trust was doubt  

Yo, your luck has run out  

Dumped just flushed down 

 

 



RoyAll 

 

I’m living for the gusto 

Spilling my guts slow 

Feeling my nuts, yo 

Seeing your love grow 

Beings are one Soul 

Free from Personal 

You reach your goals 

Thru each others forms 

Yo, you reap what you sow 

So don’t keep what you owe 

Do teach what you know 

Do preach what you show 

Good deeds start from home 

True reach from your soul 

Truth needs love like soil 

Roots deep, love’s loyal 

 

Love’s Trust, that’s Loyal 

Love’s Truth, that’s Royal 

 

 



Companion’s of Compassion 

 

You who are my soul’s convenience in the time of sorrow 

You who are my soul’s currency the time we borrow 

What imagination hasn’t conceived nor understanding knows 

Comes to my soul from thee, so I worship you, O Lord 

My amorous gaze dances on glances of Eternal grace & glory 

Although the temporal only says half of my romance’s story 

The blessed favor of the one who bestows omens 

And reveals secrets are sung in my ear like hymns 

In my prayers thoughts and feelings of thee are holy 

Are vital to my signs like a holy matrimony 

Marry the Creator for your sins to be forgiven 

You are the heart of all living and non-living 

If a never ending abundance should grant kingdoms 

If a hidden treasure can give all of life’s wisdom 

I would prostrate with my soul and my face on the soil 

I would ask, “How dare your slaves not remain loyal!” 

I’ve gathered Eternal Life comes in the time of union 

Rather in no-mind is where time leaves our communion 

Life is like the ink that union is writing with, 

If I didn’t walk my talk, your trust would you give? 

Before this I swear I had twenty thousand wishes 

All my passion’s for that compassionate one, since 

From that unseen King’s bounty, I have become safe and sound 

Convincing me that I am the soul of all the world that abounds 

The essential meaning of “Hu” has filled my heart all around 

United with “you” my soul travels out of my body to surround 



 

True Monarchy 

 

Knowing that you are such a precious pearl is priceless 

For all that the world has is because of your existence 

Being apart from you is the worst kind of punishment 

Please don’t punish your kind servants with silence 

For those who have fallen into the chain of events, 

Can’t escape by trying since they’re not acquainted! 

If the world could ever have any permanence 

Consider temporary, those unfamiliar with permanence 

How joyous the king that by its queen is check-mated 

In such great company are those who are in your presence 

I constantly want your heart and soul to be my crowned jewel 

How unfortunate are those who don’t make sacrifices for you 

Your desires are granted by all the heavenly birds of truth 

I will tolerate my pain to patiently become more mature 

The heart that doesn’t burn inside your loving fire 

Will never rise and ascend to evolve any higher 

There is no end to your faithful worshippers 

Every molecule of every atom is worshipping 

Feeling there’s no need for tyranny  

When all is you that’s True Monarchy 

 

 

 



 

Practical Theories 

 

Love’s taken away my theories 

And has filled me up with poetry 

I had to start clapping and singing 

By standing within this strong wind 

I am wood thrown in your blaze 

And quickly consumed by flames 

You that love lovers this is your home 

Welcome: in the midst of making form 

Love made this form that melts form 

With love for the soul’s door and window 

Their dance becomes our dance 

Hearing the inward music we dance 

Directed by the one who teaches us 

The pure love joy of the Sun 

When I’m with you we don’t sleep 

Without you I can’t go to sleep 

When I heard my first love song 

I knew you were in me all along 

 

 



Beneath The Surface 

 

The universe is a form of divine law 

Like your reasonable father of love 

When you feel ungrateful to him 

The shapes of the world seem mean 

Make peace with father, for elegant patterning 

And every experience fills with immediacy 

Because I love this, I’m never bored 

Beauty constantly wells up poured 

Like the noise of springwater flows 

In my ear and in my inner being, yo 

Tree limbs rise and fall like ecstatic arms 

Of those who’ve submitted to the mystical path 

Leaf sounds talk together like poets 

Making fresh metaphors, the green felt cover slips, 

And we get a flash of the mirror underneath 

Think how it will be when the whole thing 

Is pulled away! I tell only one one-thousandth 

Of what I see, cause there’s doubt everywhere 

The conventional opinion of this poetry is, 

It shows great promise for what’s coming 

 

 

 



Salutations 

 

I can feel it in the air 

Man’s appeal for flair 

Glances and glares 

Stances, styles and hair 

Glittering gold glamorous 

Diamonds shining fabulous 

Models, artists, and actresses 

Wearing fashion design’s latest 

Sharing a passion for sign statements 

And I’m rapping for rhyme greatness! 

O Almighty Lord thanks for your support 

in bringing out these words 

stringing together these works 

Living my life in due course 

giving my light its true source 

Forever one you’re the force 

present in our souls represented in our goals 

The essence reflects the whole 

the presence directs the soul 

to sense itself perfectly at home…. 

I propose a toast to our Soul’s Host 

 The Most High or The Holy Ghost 

 



 

 

Salvation 

 

Last dusk in my distress salvation was given to me 

In darkness life’s water a libation was given to me 

Rapt from myself by that pure bright light 

The wine of essence of all creation was given to me 

O dawn of Fortune moment of Pure Glory 

The night’s notice of my liberation was given to me 

I gazed in Beauty’s mirror then for there 

My essence shining contemplation given to me 

If I was happy then it’s no surprise 

I was deserving a just donation was given to me 

That day a heavenly voice brought the good news 

Strength to bear this harsh world was given to me 

It was Rima’s spirit and the sigh of those 

At dawn have rised and salvation was given to me 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Same Differences 

 

I think of u, u think of me too 

I give to u, u give to me too 

I live thru u, u live thru me too 

I live for u, u live for me too 

 

I live for u, u live for me too 

I live thru u, u live thru me too 

I give to u, u give to me too 

I think of u, u think of me too 

 

I think of u, u think of me too 

I give to u, u give to me too 

I live thru u, u live thru me too 

I live for u, u live for me too 

 

I live for u, u live for me too 

I live thru u, u live thru me too 

I give to u, u give to me too 

I think of u, u think of me too 

 

 



 

 

SAVE LIFE 

 

 

Imagine no racial discrimination & prejudice 

Fathom all living the dream of liberty & justice 

No terrorists, religious fanatics & dictatorships 

No mass media sensationalism or censorship 

Power, greed & politics have affected the precarious balance 

Of biodiversity that boosts ecosystem productivity 

Global warming is a Human warning 

Stating that action is cheaper than inaction 

Literally a billion of us are illiterate 

We need less than 1% spent on weapons 

To make sure all children get an education 

Over 3 billion people live on less than $2.50 daily 

I wonder if we can conquer these monster 

War-mongers causing more world hunger 

Poverty has become the latest commodity 

Making non-profit charities one of the greatest novelties 

 

“Love is the aim of Life and the Goal of Life” Sri Sri 

 

 

 



 

PillgrimS 

 

Lovers’ soul’s dance again happily 

When the breeze fans the roses 

Never melts hearts too stony 

Mine like a sunk rock reposes 

In your pussy’s well readily 

Life’s an offering too small 

Or it’d be easy to surrender 

To you, not needing to call 

You alone give more splendor 

Than a painter’s art on a wall 

To myself it’s better to die 

Than be alive without she 

Without a care under the sky 

How absence’s pain hurts me 

A pilgrim on the way of life    

 

 

 



 

We’re All We Need 

 

Let’s be honest (huh) 

It be all on us (uhuh) 

Yo, all we got is us (Ya) 

All we want is love (Aha) 

All we want is trust (Ahan) 

All we want are hugs (Y’up) 

All we need are fucks (Uh) 

All we need is to be loved (belong) 

All we seek is the beloved (beloved) 

All we reach is to be love (belong) 

All we preach is to be one (Be love) 

On repeat is to feel love (real love) 

On the beat is to speak love (hear love) 

Go on please believe in trust (feel trust) 

Go on please seek the truth (be the truth) 

Go on please speak the truth (the truth) 

Go on please reach the youth (the use) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Secrets 

 

Yo, at first our connection was so cursed 

Lies and empty promises caused me hurt 

Yet, I felt that our sex was very sacred! 

Yes, I regret some of them texts I sent! 

But you neglected me of yo’ attention 

Hoe did ya forget how much I spent?  

Hoe did ya forget all of the presents? 

And remember when I visited your parents 

Last September when I paid them my respects 

Upon your request how I protected your secret 

C’mon now stop pretending to be so innocent 

You left me heart-broken so my soul awokened  

For our relationship honestly, I did all my very best 

With no guilty conscience I live with the consequence   

 

 

 

 

 



Scared 

 

Are you scared (scared) 

Or unprepared (prepare) 

To share to care (To care) 

To be there (There) 

To be aware (Aware) 

To be where (Here) 

You’re loved (Loved) 

Where you trust (Trust) 

Where you’re just (Just) 

There you adjust (Adjust) 

And such is love (Such is love) 

And love is much (Love is much) 

Wet kisses Warm hugs (Wet kisses) 

Best wishes more trust (Best wishes) 

French kisses more fucks (French kisses) 

Less to give for chucks (Chuckles) 

Get to live for love (For love) 

Get to give your trust (So trust) 

 Let’s learn to re-trust (Re-trust) 

Let’s live for us (for us) 

Let’s live for once (for once) 

 

 



 

 

Simulation 

 

The universal cosmic creator 

Personal minds its simulator 

Space created by observer 

Time's designed by events 

Spirit is pure consciousness 

Mind and body becoming 

Unified field of intelligence 

That creates the Universe 

Cells like stars within our galaxy 

Cycle within cycles, a symphony- 

Of stars synchronized synergy 

Such spontaneous symmetry 

Flowing rather frequently 

Growing to gather ecstasy 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Seen It All 

 

As we live on borrowed time 

We have time to swallow pride 

Get up rise just follow your light 

We just might push sorrow aside 

We must find tomorrow’s sight 

We must side with soul’s flight 

Let love guide inside to outside 

Let love shine light into minds 

When life likes, loves all it finds 

Then love lights life all the time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



See You 

 

So hard to see you go, you know 

Sweetheart, felt I was on the road 

So lovely now to see you home 

So lovely now it feels like home  

Honestly, I’ve been very alone 

My bed felt empty and so cold 

Possibly you treated me wrong 

Probably I needed you all along  

My chest felt empty and so broke 

My legs felt heavy my soles worn 

Heart left me steady with more hope 

Rhyme’s art sets free poetry in flows 

Start seeing more beauty in that pose 

So, souls get closer wearing no clothes 

Then let’s take a tour into the unknown 

Sexy lady let’s explore more our genome 

Tell me do you want a baby of your own 

Reborn in the other our truth gets grown 

 

 

 



SeeKing 

 

My body is poetry, though my soul is flow 

In unity’s mirror we’re part of the whole 

The body is like a cage, the soul is a bird 

Soul needs the body, beings need the world 

Within me this poetry is only seeking you 

Upon seeing you my soul’s speaks to you 

I feel that when you reach and meet me 

Verses and lines of poetry will greet thee 

What do you expect of creation, poet 

For visions of dreams are your poems 

As everyone has their separate reality 

Everyone reflects their own mentality  

I’m one body and God is everybody 

God’s love makes everybody happy 

In our goings and comings we create 

Time Space and co-create our fate 

God’s the One in All and the All in One  

It’s through the opposites we form from   

 

What you Seek is also Seeking you 

 



 

See-Thru 

 

I understand you like this song’s essence 

I understand you right from your presence 

I understand your light sentence by sentence 

Someone here writes words in your open eyes 

Someone there recites words with your replies  

I read you in every verse the book of emotions 

I feel you much more than looks or expressions 

I feel you much more than looks or expressions 

I read you in every verse the book of emotions 

Someone there recites words with your replies  

Someone here writes words in your open eyes 

I understand your light sentence by sentence 

I understand you right from your presence 

I understand you like this song’s essence 

 

 

 

 

 



Selflessness 

 

A while, as wont may be, Self I did claim; True self did not see, but heard its name. I, being 

self-confined, Self did not merit; then, leaving self behind, did self inherit. 

 

No end, no end to the journey 

no end, no end never 

how can the heart in love 

ever stop opening 

if you love me, 

you won't just die once 

in every moment 

you will die into me 

to be reborn 

Into this new love, die 

your way begins 

on the other side 

become the sky 

take an axe to the prison wall, 

escape walk out like someone 

suddenly born into color do it now 

 

Rise up and go about the Pole of our salvation, 

as winds the pilgrim route by Mecca’s holy station. 

Why art thou slumber-bound, like clay the earth caressing? 

In movement shall be found the key to every blessing. 

 

 



 

Services 

 

Through providing services of value 

For society useful productions add value 

Artistically, Culturally, Educationally, Philanthropically, 

Voluntarily 

Specifically, won’t go into the Details cause then you think Devilish 

Technically can say working for a cause not for applause is Angelic 

Remember Whenever our Means and Measures  

are to give each Member Pleasure There’s Where  

we’ll feel Better Together we’ll Treasure Forever  

Whenever each Member can really Remember 

Measure’s leading to Pleasure’s there’s the real Treasure 

The real Treasure leads us to feeling better and better 

 

Service means giving  

And living your purpose 

By the purpose of giving 

We’re living to be of service 

 

 

 

 



Sharing 

 

Knowing that from sharing 

We show that we’re caring 

 

They say I’m A RimA 

I heard it from Life 

The sea knows wrong from right 

What we truly are is out of sight 

Again, I’ll cry out in the night time 

To remind y’all of the star’s light 

Again, I’ll rise to kiss the high sky 

Being your partner for life 

I’ve learned to empathize 

I’m A RimA close to the Water of Life 

Yet so tired from the followers of lies 

My high rhymes inspire bird’s flight 

Through words simplified 

Souls come back to life 

Supplied with water my thirst satisfied 

Loving life by being supportive of life  

  

Knowing that we’re caring 

We show that by sharing 

 



 

Shoreless 

 

Love’s path is that in which there’s no shore,  

Leaving no choice other than sacrifice your soul.  

Happy moments are lived as hearts are in love,  

In loving works we show the way we pray to God.  

Signs of opportunity display the art of Bohemians,  

For the path of treasure to everyone isn’t apparent!  

Not frightened to be the mind’s prisoner, bring wine,  

To that sheriff our deputy has never paid any mind.  

Our Beloved, like crescent moons, see with pure eyes  

Place of this moon’s manifestation isn’t for every eye  

Ask your very own eye, “Who or What pulls us?”  

O soul! Not fortune’s sin nor the crime of stars!  

In no way has Rima’s weeping been known,  

Astonished that your heart’s harder than stone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

True Beauty 

 

A nightingale had a lovely flower in its beak, 

Wailing and weeping its grief upon that leaf. 

“In time of sustenance why the need for lamentation?” 

“The Beloved beheld my beauty in this lamentation!” 

Beggars can’t feel the Beloved’s presence, why complain? 

For even prosperous Kings, His beggars He’d disdained. 

Our wants and needs don’t affect the true Friend’s beauty 

Joyous those who from the Beloved receive prosperity 

Rise up scatter your soul onto the Painter’s canvas 

For all wonderful patterns revolve on His compass 

If you’re a follower of love’s way, don’t think of infamy; 

Even Spiritual Sage’s pawn their garments at the winery! 

Happy are the moments of the wandering Bohemian 

On chastity belts remember the rosary of dominion 

          I caught the nymph natured under the castle’s ceiling,                         

The ways and means of Paradise are always streaming! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Heart’s Companion 

 

O Lord! Whose house the heart-illuminating candle from?  

Our Soul has burned to know, she’s the Beloved of whom?  

Now she’s become the pace-maker of my soul’s heart!  

So, who will be our bedmate and intimate partner  

Never let her ruby wine lips be far from mine  

Who gives the cup? Must be the soul of wine!  

The sociable fortune of that candle light’s ray,  

Ask why moths are always around the flame?  

For her everyone secretly plots spells,  

It’s not known whose tale she’ll tell.  

O Lord! The Kingly One, moon-like and Venus faced,  

The indivisibly, incomparable jewel of whose grace?  

“Without you, the sight of lover’s distraught hearts,  

Laughing, she replied: Who is he distraught of?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sight 

 

Your glance is the moon's laugh 

Seen through colorful dreams 

Eternal purity of everything! 

Water, Flowers, Gardens 

Your sight is infinite: 

Candles, Lights, Moons, Suns... 

O forever rising dawn, 

The pure light of altars 

The righteous virtue of all 

The laughing moon's altar 

That laugh is the Sun's mirror 

In your gaze: deer’s dancing freely 

Deep roots, sweet fruits of life’s tree 

That loving green field with no peak 

Leaves fall from your Garden of Speech 

O my tree of enlightenment 

Love's flower and essence 

The scent of familiarity 

The notion of all fervency 

The cloud sounds pours rain on the ground 

In all the fields it is you who abound 

Now, O illuminated breeze 

Of the holy shores of the sea 

Open up to me the window 

To the gardens of tomorrows  

 

 



 

 

Freedom-Love-Unity 

 

The wise are like a sky 

Where all the birds fly 

Love cast over all creation 

That is the true dominion 

As lordship starts in Self 

Celebration is perpetual 

Life can only be relished 

Through providing service 

Security in inner space is spirituality 

The future is Free-Will, the past is Destiny 

And the present is the presence of Divinity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SmoKing 

 

Inhale, Exhale with my flow 

Thus spoke the weed smoke 

Fill lungs up on THC notes 

Hunnid Bills in Dr. Green thumbs 

Through Red Eyes watching them 

Mind running, Time travelling Yo 

Like String Theory or Relativity 

Free from Gravity, Feel the ElectriCity 

No need for Static – Energy 

Liquifying Solid Currencies 

All Boiling Points Vaporizing 

Techniques do make us sweat 

But don’t sweat the techniques 

To reach the soul’s being 

Within your own physique 

My rhymes noetic speak 

AmiRimA’s poetry deep 

Deep stroke white wine and weed smoke 

 

 

 

 



So Far 

 

Woah man we got a long road 

That’s Ok we got a lot of hope 

Oh yeah we come so far yo…. 

 

We’ve come so far though 

Yet we got so far to go 

Ok we got a lot of hope 

Yo, we got a long road 

Become so strong though 

We got to love our work 

We’ve got to come home 

We begun young to grow 

We’re numb not to show 

Were dumb now we know 

We’ve come so far though 

We’ve come a long way yo 

 

Woah man we got a long road 

That’s Ok we got a lot of hope 

Oh yeah we come so far yo…. 

 

 

 



 

 

So In Love 

 

Wish we get back to a time when we were so much in love 

Drinks we just had to remind us of being drunk in love 

Chicks we fucked make love to thoughts freeing us 

Pics we must tag timelines of connections involved  

Click we have requires trust for us beings to evolve  

Stick with the plan to expand your circle of trust 

Get with the program write plans for goals you want 

This my program I write raps for souls who truly love 

Love-letters numbers written crack the code being is one 

Love’s better with others listen to words turning you on   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SocializeD 

 

Wanna say to All HU love life 

Wanna pay all you fun times 

Wanna pray with you to trust life 

Going away for us adjust to time 

Giving praise as much as we’re alive 

Gaining faith one can then thrive 

Attaining grace’s glory victory of light 

Radiating Space’s story History of time 

Translating Sage’s Reports of Life 

Conversating pages worthy of shine 

Contemplating stages in my alone time 

Stating phases pieces of my own mind 

Trading places peacefully empathize 

Making changes legally sympathize, synergize 

Shaping faces equally synchronize, symphonize 

Facing changes mutually socialize, socialites 

  

Socialize, Socializing, Socialized 

 

 

 



 

Sole Embodiment 

 

Transcending known senses 

People return to in no sense 

Beings become confident 

Belonging to the innocent 

Brings more Self-knowledge 

Or Existence Consciousness 

We’ll responsibly experience 

Our comically cosmic presence 

Self-evolving from knowledge 

Secure within Consciousness 

Pure intentions extend talents 

Already admired, yet indifferent 

Respecting our humble existence 

While involved in Love’s Ascension 

 

Souls without bodies Embodies our Sole 

 

 

 

 



SomeBody 

 

I’m just a bachelor 

Looking for a partner 

 

Somebody to share my world 

Somebody who cares my girl 

Somebody whose there my girl 

Somebody aware of the world 

Somebody’s prepared my girl 

Somebody fair that’s my girl 

Somebody to bare my soul 

Somebody to share control 

That somebody shares my world 

That somebody rarer than gold 

That somebody dares to be bold 

That somebody bares their soul  

 

Up North can y’all really feel me 

East Coast feel me West Coast feel me 

Dirty South can y’all really feel me 

East Coast feel me West Coast feel me 

 

 

 



SomeDay 

 

Someday we’ll meet again 

We’ll meet again, we’ll meet again 

Some way we’ll meet again, again my friend 

We’ll meet again 

Some say we’ll meet again 

We’ll be as friends, we’ll be as friends 

 

Someday we’ll meet again 

We’ll meet again, we’ll meet again 

Some way we’ll meet again, again my friend 

We’ll meet again 

Some say we’ll meet again 

We’ll be as friends, we’ll be as friends 

 

Someday we’ll meet again 

We’ll meet again, we’ll meet again 

Some way we’ll meet again, again my friend 

We’ll meet again 

Some say we’ll meet again 

We’ll be as friends, we’ll be as friends 

 

 

 



Son’s Of Love 

 

Stars of wonder, stars of night; 

Sparks that fell from Perfect Light 

When the Universe began. 

Embers for the soul of man. 

How I wonder… 

What did You want to be when you grew 

Up until the time You knew the truth 

That Father worked not only wood 

But galaxies and stars 

Up above the world so high. 

You, who filled the universe with suns 

To set the record of Your days 

And keep Infinity to watch and wait; 

You have all the time in the world. 

Father of Inception, Creator of All 

And all unknown, Spirit of Conception, 

Grant that I may know what do you make of me, 

The child of ancient earth and bone? 

In all Eternity, what do you hope of me alone? 

 

God’s Sons Son’s of Love & Love is One 

 

 



 

Soul Mates 

 

Our convo holding hope (daily) 

We both unfold our souls (lady) 

Nights we’d crack jokes (crazy) 

Wifey we got hopes (baby) 

We both trust in oaths (vows) 

Time we must propose (NOW) 

Lives both of us chose (for sure) 

Yes we both dated before (of course) 

Times we both made toasts (posts) 

Soul Mates minds so close (close) 

Life’s goals made us own (phones) 

Like souls make us know (roles) 

Riding roads back and forth (yo) 

Miles going night and day (roam) 

Smiles showing us the way (home) 

Kindness how we show pleasure 

Priceless what we now treasure 

Placeless where our souls together 

Timeless when we grow together 

Flights flown like globe-trotters 

Heights of love rose forever & ever 

 

Soul Mates unite so tie the knot tight 

 

 



Soul Sister 

 

For as long as you’re in love 

With me our love will grow 

For our bond was always one 

Baby become part of the flow 

So, Soul Sister sing your song 

Yo, lady come on join life’s show 

Goal getters live on oh so strong 

Maybe better give all you owe 

World’s better with more to love 

Making peace with other folks 

Links of a chain building blocks 

Spokes of a wheel touring roads 

Sung in sync likes notes of songs 

Feeling better having more hope  

Go with this my soul sis 

Notices knows this gnosis 

Goes with it to sense closeness 

Open to worship your possessions 

 into mythical proportions 

Only to find yourself possessed by it 

Mystics uplift spirits revisited 

Appearing out into existence  

It’s what you give that you get 

It’s best to live with less regrets 

Yes, it’s best to live and let live yeah  

 



SOUL 

 

The living Heaven thy prayers respect, 

House at once and architect, 

Quarrying man’s rejected hours, 

Builds therewith eternal towers; 

Sole and self-commanded works, 

Fears not undermining days, 

Grows by decays, 

And, by the famous might that lurks 

In reaction and recoil, 

Makes flame to freeze, and ice to boil; 

Forging, through swart arms of Offence, 

The silver seat of Innocence. 

Space is ample, east and west, 

But two cannot go abreast, 

Cannot travel in it two: 

Yonder masterful cuckoo 

Crowds every egg out of the nest, 

Quick or dead, except its own; 

A spell is laid on sod and stone, 

Night and Day were tampered with, 

Every quality and pith 

Surcharged and sultry with a power 

That works its will on age and hour. 

The Lord loves souls as his own self, whY 

When they die, then God himself dies…. 

 



 

SoulMate 

 

HU’d be loved let him possess 

A true Beloved’s blessedness 

And share a secret oneness 

Love’s mysterious consciousness 

Lovers like us none else, I guess 

Are found in each other’s presence 

Soul of the World was the name 

Whom my idol made sacred 

While I’m alive her I proclaim 

The Soul of my World became 

None other own’s the same place 

Of trust and loyalty that we share 

So, take me as I am, hold my hand 

I promise I’ll be the best man I can 

Promise me you’ll be my best woman 

And I swear by you I’ll always stand  

 

Focus on me harder, Lay a little longer 

Baby don’t you leave, I could be your SoulMate 

 

 

 

 



Soulspear 

 

To Be or not to be 

To See or not to see 

To Hear or not to hear 

Now Here to Be: Nowhere to Go. 

In Being is life’s meaning 

In Feeling mind’s experience 

For giving time’s existing 

For getting life’s evidence 

For gaining high intelligence 

In healing refine elements 

In seeking find happiness 

Nowhere left to inhabit 

Now Here best be active 

To Hear is to listen to 

To Be is to Become true 

To Show is to Know you 

To Grow is to each his own HU  

 

 

 

 



Spheres 

 

Seeker of the philosopher stone 

Looking for Solomon’s throne 

From the shore of souls arrived, 

In the sea of sense I’ve dived; 

But what’s land, or what’s wave, 

To me who only jewels crave? 

Love’s the air-fed fire intense, 

And my heart the frankincense; 

As the rich aloes flame, I glow, 

Yet the censer cannot know. 

I’m all-knowing, yet unknowing; 

Sit down, don’t pause, in my going. 

Well, I love the Soul’s meaning sweet, 

I tread the Holy Book beneath my feet. 

Lo! Our God’s love blazes higher, 

Till all our differences expire. 

All is God, and all is power 

All is Love, and all is ours 

I embrace the true believers, 

But don’t care for deceivers. 

To Heaven’s interior clinging, 

Heedless of the inferior things; 

Down to earth, no superior being 

Serve my purpose, no superior feeling 

 

Lost in whirling spheres above 

Tossed in the world here I love 

 

 



 

Soul’s Seat 

 

Starseeds being planted in Mum 

Umbilically released beast in US 

Moi - a Californicated Sunflower 

Tio Ankh Subconsciously powered… 

Ways Integrated Rays Mastered Love Made it! 

Ways Integrated Rays Mastered Love Made it! 

The Giving Spirit of Nick’s sharing blessings, blessings 

The Speaking Spirit of Gabriel is expressing, expressing 

The Keeping Spirit of Michael is protecting, protecting 

The Healing Spirit of Raphael is in treating, treating 

The Genius Spirit of Edison is enlighting, in lighting 

Yo, our personality creates our personal reality 

 

When inside and out meet in total peace 

That State of Being is our Soul’s Seat! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stay Tuned 

 

You know that I need you to stay 

Tell me it’s not too late before I push you away 

Just know I need you, I need you to stay 

 

Horny Lonely Roller 

Cuddly Lucky Stoner 

Love me Fuck me Bone her 

Trust me Want me Join her 

Lust we’re Fucking Sober 

Trust me Love me Closer  

Must be Just me for sure 

Nobody but my Love’s pure 

God Body busty chick Love ya  

One Hottie cunning lingus uhuh 

Our Beloved wondering we follow 

Where Love goes we’ll follow her 

Where Love grows we’re followers 

Aware one’s know we’re all together 

Aware Love shows we’re in each other 

 

 

 

 



Still I Rise 

 

You may write me down in history 

With your bitter, twisted lies, 

You may trod me in the very dirt 

But still, like dust, I'll rise. 

 

Does my sassiness upset you? 

Why are you beset with gloom? 

’Cause I walk like I've got oil wells 

Pumping in my living room. 

 

Just like moons and like suns, 

With the certainty of tides, 

Just like hopes springing high, 

Still I'll rise. 

 

Did you want to see me broken? 

Bowed head and lowered eyes? 

Shoulders falling down like teardrops, 

Weakened by my soulful cries? 

 

Does my haughtiness offend you? 

Don't you take it awful hard 

’Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines 

Diggin’ in my own backyard. 

 

You may shoot me with your words, 

You may cut me with your eyes, 

You may kill me with your hatefulness, 

But still, like air, I’ll rise. 

 

Does my sexiness upset you? 

Does it come as a surprise 

That I dance like I've got diamonds 

At the meeting of my thighs? 

 

Out of the huts of history’s shame I rise 

Up from a past that’s rooted in pain I rise 

I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide, 

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide. 

 

Leaving behind nights of terror and fear I rise 

Into a daybreak that’s wondrously clear I rise 

Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, 

I am the dream and the hope of the brave. 

 

 



Still 

 
 

We still making banging ass hits 

They still shaking ass wiggle tits 

Still chasing cash and cribs 

Still chasing pads and whips 

Still hating to get mad at shit 

Still staining potty and piss 

Still blazing pot taking big hits 

 

Still coming from Home 

Still sitting on my Throne 

Still flowing from my Soul 

Still I’m going to be Known 

 

Still Ace of Love cashing in my chips 

Still dating ladies phone off my hip 

Still got blazed Still on pace 

Still God’s grace Still got faith 

Still get laid bitch Still get paid bitch 

 

Still the Real will feel the Real GOD MC’s still got skills to reveal, so chill…. 

 

 

 



SubLime 

 

Cups flashing Divine wine 

Suns through clouds gleaming 

The wine so clear, the glass so fine 

That these two, one are seeming 

The wine is not and the glass is all 

Or the glass is not and the wine is all 

The air, rays of the sun has caught 

The light combines nights dark fall 

The night made truce with the day 

Thereby ordered the world’s array 

If you don’t know day from night 

Or which is the cup which is the wine 

Divine wine and cup divine are right  

The Water of Life and its secret sign 

Like night and day you may assume 

Knowledge and doubts dark gloom 

If these comparisons don’t clear up 

All these problems of low and high 

Seek for the world reflecting cup 

That you may see with reasons eye 

That God is All the Love we need 

The Soul of Love our heart’s creed 

 



Success 

 

Time has come to be crazy for you; 

Time to break the chains, 

Time to depart from everyone, 

Time to leave life all together 

In order not to be its slave. 

Time to burn the house down, 

To be worthy of the lips 

Of the cupbearer, the cup, and the wine. 

We must boil, evaporate, 

And come out of this world. 

On the path to annihilation 

We should spread our wings 

Like trees in a garden—if not, 

We’ll be strewn on the path like seeds. 

We’re like the story of the heart— 

No beginning, no end— 

Until we reside in the lover’s heart 

And become a living legend. 

 

What’s success if it’s not your happiness 

What’s success if it’s not your happiness 

 

 



 

A Living Legend 

 

Time has come to be crazy for you; 

Time to break the chains, 

Time to depart from everyone, 

Time to leave life all together 

In order not to be its slave. 

Time to burn the house down, 

To be worthy of the lips 

Of the cupbearer, the cup, and the wine. 

We must boil, evaporate, 

And come out of this world. 

On the path to annihilation 

We should spread our wings 

Like trees in a garden—if not, 

We’ll be strewn on the path like seeds. 

We’re like the story of the heart— 

No beginning, no end— 

Until we reside in the lover’s heart 

And become a living legend. 

 

 

 

 

 



Super RimA 

 

AmiRimA’s rhymes are like a dream 

They flow so smoothly, like a stream 

His words weave tales of life and love 

And take us on a journey above 

With every verse, he paints a picture 

Of the world around us, clear and richer 

His voice is like a melody 

That brings us peace and harmony 

AmiRimA is a true wordsmith 

Crafting rhymes with every breath 

He brings joy to all those who hear 

And fills our hearts with hope and cheer 

So here’s to AmiRimA, our friend 

Whose rapping skills will never end 

May his rhymes continue to inspire 

And light up our lives like a burning fire. 

 

 

 

 



SuperNova 

 

Wu syndicated…Way affiliated 

Been initiated since I met ODB 

In 2G at Impact Rehab facility 

Drafted from Fair Oaks to Fairfield 

Soul’s adapt adjust to extend the trees roots 

Seeds scattering to sap it branches into fruits 

Promises land wholly to expand sacred palaces 

To rise up and overcome our profane challenges 

Life’s the highest art we’re blessed to manage it 

Balance of Scales tips in favor of understanding 

Supplying basic necessities most in demand 

Survival of the fittest must fulfill commands 

Rewards positively reinforcing course of actions 

In other words, productivity the result of reaction 

Fast forward toward genuinely holding Nature’s Hands 

Facts bound to authentically console the Creator’s Plans 

 

While silver linings are eclipsing twilights, 

Stars becoming Comets bursting into SuperNovas…. 

 

 



 

Support 

 

Yo, hello to all MC’s 

Old fellows on repeat 

Flow mellow on the beat 

Show echoes of eternity 

Known blessed souls infinitely 

Grow get home instinctively 

Slow let go of insecurities 

So then show love’s purity 

True friends show love’s loyalty 

Pursue ends know one royalty 

Do extend outcome solely 

School friends how some supporting 

New trends now come spoil me 

Loose threads become comforting 

Cool gems I’m calmly sporting 

Tools lent see me working 

True talent needs supporting  

All Our work needs support 

 

 



Staying Alive 

 

It’s like a jungle out there 

Got to keep from going under 

This not a free swap meet 

Earn your keep or swap seats 

Learn to keep swat teams off streets 

For we all need jobs to eat 

We all have mouths to feed 

The labs have mouse to treat 

Like zoo’s have animals to keep 

Jail cells hold guilty criminals 

Bail bonds only set them free 

Failing to learn lessons they need 

Paying to stand tests of time 

Taking a bite out of crime 

Making the class setting life 

Our karma shedding light 

On dharma shining brights 

High beaming of high beings 

Love clearing up life’s stream 

Wondering what’s light’s dream 

Watering seeds with kind deeds 

Wandering to just find peace 

Hunting jobs then dine on sheep 

Hunger silencing lams to eat  

Racing careers for ends to meet 

Deciding to save our night’s sleep 

 



Surely 

 

You’re all mine 

My sunshine 

My moonlight 

My mood right 

Core tuned tight  

Yo, love rhymes 

Your love finds 

Our love aligns 

For one mind 

For more life 

For more light 

And more shine 

Much more bright 

Many more times 

Plenty pure lines 

Plenty pure vines 

Heavenly sure vibes 

Every true rhyme 

Lady a pure dime 

Baby’s surely mine 

Baby’s surely mine 

 

 



Surfacing 

 

I just need to live from my soul 

I just wanna fulfill my potential 

I just wanna sing from my soul 

I just need to give it my all 

I just wanna feel all my songs 

I just wanna be real in all my songs 

I just need to free y’all in all my songs  

I just need to live from my soul 

I just wanna fulfill my potential 

I just wanna sing from my soul 

I just need to give it my all 

I just wanna feel all my songs 

I just wanna be real in all my songs 

I just need to free y’all in all my songs    

 

 

 

 

 

 



SweetHeart 

 

I’m writing this with a deep heart  

For my one and only sweet heart 

Hoping, praying we never be apart  

Hoping, praying she never departs  

Flowingly swaying me in these songs  

Showingly caring she gives me calls  

Openly sharing we're giving our all  

Only preparing by answering our call  

That’s all…Or we can just stay up all night  

I really miss you, so we can kiss all night  

I miss you, l never want you to leave me  

For if you did, I would be on my knees  

I never want us to ever be done, hun  

Because now I know you are the one  

I’m one hundred that you are the one! 

 Remember kissing under the street light  

As we both were watching cars pass bye  

I will always keep you safe out of harms way  

Hugging, Cuddling with you in my arms babe   

Hope our love never ends, lady I want your baby  

 

 

 



TanTra 

 

Tantra says the range of mental experience can be expanded 

helped by the senses your mind can have experiences 

within the framework of object, time and space 

But there can also be a mind frame 

that transcends the state of object, time, or space 

which can happen when the present mind breaks 

the familiar chain of limits and definitions 

going past the borders, energy is released from these experiences 

These experiences have been named nirvana, moksha, emancipation, 

self-realization, salvation, samadhi or liberation 

Contrary to popular belief these states never cease, levels end to begin again 

From the start of creation yogis and tantrics have become 

aware that in this physical body there is a potential force 

that’s not psychological, philosophical, or transcendental but a dynamic potential force 

in the material body and it’s called kundalini 

The greatest discovery of yoga, kama sutra and tantra is this kundalini 

In Ultimate Reality: impure or pure is nothing 

A saying of tantra that’s basic hard to believe being without ethics 

A message to grow beyond division, really 

to transcend dichotomy and duality 

Tantra says existence is one: man-made are all distinctions 

good-bad, impure-pure, virtue-sin 

What’s impure or pure depends on your interpretation 

So please try and don’t divide lest you want to be divided 

Tantra says sex energy is life energy 

The word sex isn’t confined to the act or reproduction 

for the whole play of sex is with life energy 

Wherever negatives and positives meet, sex is the function 

 

 



 

TanTra II 
 

The word sex isn’t confined to the act or reproduction 

Wherever negatives and positives meet, sex is the function 

Tantra Masters say listening is passive and feminine 

and that speaking is active and masculine 

The speaker is the one who’s penetrating 

while the listener is the one who’s receiving 

so between the two a sex act is happening 

For the message to enter and become illuminating 

the listener has to be totally passive 

not thinking for that will make her active 

Tantra says that when our – and + poles unite 

it means the union of our masculine and feminine sides 

Members remember we are both woman and man 

because we are the effects of the cause of woman and man 

Tantra says move wholely in sex completely 

Forget yourself, civilization, religion, culture, ideology 

Forget everything just move in the sex act totally 

Don’t leave anything out become absolutely non-thinking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Peak Orgasm & Valley Orgasm 

 

Only then does the awareness happen that you’ve become one with someone 

Then it can be detached from the partner and this feeling of oneness 

Can be used with the whole of creation 

Once you know how to create this circle 

It can be made without and within, since this cycle 

Comes from being created of woman and man 

because you were created by these two you are both woman and man 

When the circle is made within your inner woman is meeting your inner man 

And only when this circle is created is real celibacy attained 

When this circle is created inside freedom you’ve gained 

Tantra says sex is the deepest bondage 

yet it can be used for the highest freedom 

Tantra even says poison can be used as medicine, albeit with wisdom 

So, don’t condemn anything rather use it 

Find out ways how it can be used as a solution 

Tantra is a deep total acceptance of life 

It is the only approach of it’s kind 

All the religions are afraid of sex 

Because such a great energy is sex 

Once you are in it no more, then 

The current will take you anywhere, hence fear begins 

But don’t make a barrier in which you and the current become two 

Do allow this vital energy to have power over you 

For Tantra says this current is you 

One type of orgasm is coming to the peak of excitement 

we can call this a peak orgasm and there is another named valley orgasm 

In peak we meet as excited beings seeking climax 

and reaching orgasm we get depleted of our energy 

but in the tantric orgasm we gain and regain energy 

 



 

Telling Me 

 

From friends form foes 

We were once so close  

Just wanted you to know 

The fake pretend the love they show  

If they show ain’t no love though 

Just high expectations judgments follow 

False flattery fool’s gold don’t lose your soul 

So true all that glitters ain’t really gold  

Love’s alchemy transforms gold to soul 

Don’t confuse hope with what u wish for 

No guts no glory glisten go for the gusto 

Much love yo flow let go express your soul 

Protect yo neck this industry is cut throat  

Fellows of life just trust following your light  

Align find wise kind insights inside third eyes 

Open mind’s decide to be free release disidentify  

Believe the process of oneness keeps faith alive 

Certainly, with consciousness progress is realized  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Thanks 

 

Thanks to the love in my heart 

I gave you my mind I gave you my mind yeah 

Thanks to the trust in my heart 

I gave you my time I gave you my time yeah 

Thanks to the one in my heart 

I made you my wife I made you my life yeah 

Thanks to the love in my heart 

I gave you my mind I gave you my mind yeah 

Thanks to the trust in my heart 

I gave you my time I gave you my time yeah 

Thanks to the one in my heart 

I made you my wife I made you my life yeah 

Thanks to the love in my heart 

I gave you my mind I gave you my mind yeah 

Thanks to the trust in my heart 

I gave you my time I gave you my time yeah 

Thanks to the one in my heart 

I made you my wife I made you my life yeah 

Thanks to the love in my heart 

I gave you my mind I gave you my mind yeah 

 

 



The Alley 

 

Alone I walked through the alley on a moonlit night 

My body, a pair of eyes seeking only your sight 

My soul, a cup brimming with your desire 

I was again the same old lover set on fire 

Deep in my soul, the rose of your memory gleamed 

The garden of a hundredfold memories beamed 

The scent of a hundredfold memories wafted in the air 

I walked through the alley, an experience with you to share 

Hand in Hand, we walked in solitude with tender loving care 

And as we both sat awhile by the brook, 

In your black eyes the world’s secret you took 

I was enthralled by the panorama of your look 

The sky was so serene, the night so still, 

With fortune smiling, time was tranquil 

Within the water, part of the moon was falling 

And arms of branches to the moon were calling 

The night, the mead, the flower, the rock and vale 

All were enraptured by the song of the nightingale 

 

 

 

 



The Code 

 

The noise decides to like these vibes 

Voices inside the mind of AmiRimE 

The choice of light shining on life 

The choice of light finding our sight 

To rejoice for love’s fighting for life 

So, enjoy life while we’re still alive 

Enjoy your life while there’s still time 

Join more life, where you feel liked 

Record the chord of notes while high  

Decode the ploy of the decoy and rise 

Free more codes of tempos in rhymes 

Yo, employ your joy to enjoy the ride 

Or explore more of life, for it’s so fine 

Decode the ploy of the decoy and rise 

Free more codes of tempos in rhymes 

Yo, employ your joy to enjoy the ride 

Or explore more of life, for it’s so fine 

 

 

 



Re-United 

 

The finest rhymes like finding no-mind 

 

Eternally searching for lives 

The Truth burying the lies 

Hiding in the cloudy mind 

Where's justice to the blind? 

Themselves seek to justify! 

There’s no Truth to find 

Where to see the Light 

To those short of sight? 

The Need to be Right 

Never Frees the Mind! 

Then why are we confined 

Risks daring us to be Alive 

Taking us to the other side 

Of the beliefs we've defined 

To change our dream of life 

Will feels the need to decide 

Trust fills the need to confide 

Love seeking peace to re-unite 

 

 

 



The G.O.A.T 

 

The G.O.A.T forever spoke Love is GOD's greatest work 

 

I dig it all, the dirt thrown 

Morphs into lotus flowers 

Cater pillars to Better fly 

Earth-bound yet Air-borne 

Life's Art lights Love's heart 

Headless Horsemen, soul-riding 

Ghost Writer’s Blueprint Cross Roads 

Yellow Chick's & Hen's o sis Bunny-hop 

Piggybacking Leapfrogs green leaves Prince Charming 

A Golden Child kissing the dark night's silver linings, 

Wandering wands wave upon pondering ponds 

Shapeshift betwixt the hips of mowed lawns 

H's Double helix currents flowing O 

Lit, fire blazed, trail’s trial’s exhausted… 

Puffing kush smoke out through our nose 

Trojan hero’s rose on Jordan's River in Noah's Ark 

Stardust travels aliens onboard teleporting spaceships 

To ascend way up to the wavy crescent 

Tactics of milking, weighs intergalactic… 

Launches rockets, Satellites into orbit! 

Sixth sense seeking ways out this Mage's matrix 

Amusing Muses are our music's true ring leader 

Boasting through both of those Bose speakers! 

 

The G.O.A.T forever spoke Love is GOD's greatest work 

 



 

The One 

 

I’m the One 

Like the Sun 

God is Love 

Love is One 

One Love One God 

One Light One Life 

One Mind Divine Sublime 

Day Light Sun shines 

Moon Lights Night times 

Mood Right Good Vibes 

Fun times unwind Love Life 

The Good Life The Fine Life 

Give Love and Feel Loved 

Be Loved Feel trust Be just  

The Beloved’s Real Love  

For real love’s truly one 

 

 

 



 

Rising Sun 

 

Like the rise of the sun 

See our I’s seeing one 

Free your mind with love 

Agreeing to unite in US 

Biding more time to ME 

United States & Middle East 

I’m just dying for World Peace 

I must be applying for more feats 

Studied the times even when I sleep 

I trust the signs designing my dreams 

Like mind’s aligned with life’s energy 

Rise shining the light witness L-O-V-E 

Like lifelines I rhyme poetry God’s MC 

AmiRimA so high selflessly flowing 

In the mind’s sky endlessly growing 

The bright side’s relentlessly glowing 

Silver-lines are gold mines worth knowing        

 

 

 



The Source 

 

The Source of the Force 

Of course, I’m truly yours 

 

Taking me into your body 

you take me out of my own, 

releasing an energy, 

a spirit, not mine alone 

but theirs locked in my cells. 

One generation after 

another, the blood rose and fell 

that lifts us together… 

Such ancient, undiminished 

longings—my longing! Such 

tenderness, such famished 

desires! My fathers in search 

of fulfillment storm through 

my body, releasing now 

loved women locked in you 

and hungering to be found. 

 

The Source of the Force 

Of course, I’m truly yours 

 



 

Therapy 

 

Wish the Dr. a speedy recovery 

Wish us patients receive vaccines 

No Co-Vid 19 its 2020 diagnosis  

So, yo check this 2021 prognosis 

That’s hindsight coming into focus 

Packed lines filed affording visits 

Third eye-sight knowing the moments 

Word’s high rhymes flowing dopeness 

World likes minds growing in openness 

Worth shining bright reflecting oneness 

Signs of the time protecting our kids 

Kind lives wise loving consciousness 

Fine times like showing our closeness 

Like vibes rise, vines storing spirits 

Life-styles aligned exploring limits 

 

Yo, dope music is so therapeutic  

 

 

 

 



Thin Ice 

 

There’s a thin line 

Between kind & unkind 

Behind polite & impolite 

Beside right & not right 

There’s a thin line 

Beside fight & not fight 

Behind like & dislike 

Between nice & not nice 

There’s a thin line… 

We’re on thin ice… 

Hearing these times… 

Cheering these rides… 

Will you be by my side? 

Will you please decide? 

Will you hold me closely? 

Hug & Kiss me so softly 

Love’s the greatest feeling 

Trust’s the greatest feeling 

If only I had it my way 

You’d know who you are 

You’d know you’re my star 

You’re my guiding light (noor) 

You’re my shining night (moon) 

You’re my lovely heart (mi amor) 

You’re my queen of heart’s (corazon) 

You’re my Karafarin card (la razon) 

You’re my charming darling sweetheart 

 

 



 

 

Thinking of You 

 

I am thinking of you 

In my sleepless solitude tonight 

If it's wrong to love you 

Then my heart just won't let me be right 

'Cause I've drowned in you 

And I won't pull through 

Without you by my side 

'Cause I've drowned in you 

Then my heart just won't let me be right 

 

I am thinking of you 

In my sleepless solitude tonight 

If it's wrong to love you 

Then my heart just won't let me be right 

'Cause I've drowned in you 

And I won't pull through 

Without you by my side 

'Cause I've drowned in you 

Then my heart just won't let me be right 

 

 

 

 



Thoth’s 

 

When I am four hundred thought years 

From your mind 

Reach deep and pull me to the surface 

Of the gray-white jellied jangle of cells. 

And for one brief moment, 

Let me fill all your synapses 

With reggae, blues, 

and all manner of 

strange and wonderful books. 

With PMA, Positive Mental Attitude  

With passion, and lust, 

With affection, tenderness, and 

Pleasurable pain. 

And when I have filled your brain 

To orgasmic capacity, 

Softly, let me slip back 

Into the depths of your mind 

To hauntingly linger 

For an eternity. 

When I am four hundred thought years 

From your mind. 

 

 



 

Tide’s Light 

 

  In my prayer’s thoughts, feelings are holy 

Vital to my signs like a holy matrimony 

Gather Eternal Life becomes time for union 

Rather no-mind is our timeless communion 

Now’s the time for Eternal beauty of unity 

The time for blessings in the Sea of Unity 

Heart’s that don’t burn inside love’s fire 

Will never rise, ascend to evolve any higher 

Feeling there’s never ever need for tyranny 

Accept, agree to reach our true monarchy 

Those without purpose become your disciples 

Then purpose becomes meaningfully righteous 

Better that souls who don’t give love’s service 

Haven’t been created not knowing their purpose 

 

Tides are on high ‘cause the Thunder striked 

The sacred day has dawned from God’s light 

 

 

 



 

Love’s Reason 

 

Passing beyond tears of separation 

See broken-hearted lovers in Heaven 

In your heart if you look deep within 

You’ll find love inside your own being 

Not my fault I’ve refined my being 

To be free of flaws I revise my seeing 

See it All insight so very appealing 

Be it All fine advice for agreeing 

Believe Love’s sight, Soul’s meeting 

Receive its trust, life goals reaching 

Seek the true light that’s All-Seeing 

Feel a new life within all being 

That created all of us as beings 

Soul’s light made Love’s Beings 

Take in the Sun’s light Love’s Reason 

Our power of flight in Love and Reason 

 

 

 

 



Til the End 

 

I’m the servant of the One 

Who heals everybody’s heart 

Or falls in love with the One 

Whom everybody’s life starts 

Only Lovers and the Beloved 

Are found in the realm of GOD 

Heaven’s only prayer is Love 

World’s worthless without Love 

Course is to be a student of Love 

It’s the only road for all to Evolve 

At last I was enamored by her Love   

Resisting has no effect on the cause 

Love must be taken right to the end 

Unsuitable things must be accepted 

Poison must be taken as a remedy 

Ugliness must be seen as a beauty 

Heart’s full of separation’s misery 

Outside is separation inside is Unity 

 

 

 



Til U Return 

 

Until you come back love  

To lead the way back to love 

Writing down rhymes full of light 

Rising to see the sun shine another time 

While siding with the silence of night 

I feel right-side up to love life 

I’ve been upside-down in love-life 

Seeing you arrive I’m up all night 

Sensing the vibes we break the ice 

Freeing the mind we speak in rhymes 

Fearing the time I don’t feel alive 

Near my prime I won’t leave the mic 

Witnessing the likes I speak my mind 

Now sunny-side up let love guide 

An artist by design what’s your sign 

The target is LikeWise the sky 

Yet I still feel the need to be fly 

The market’s defined by the times 

Fans demands buy the supply 

To bargain the price you decide 

My margins behind imaginary lines 

Parked inside subconscious minds 

 My heart goes out too easily 

That’s what flows off the sleeve 

Not bluffing actions reactions need 

To be trusting in peace and unity 

 

 



TIME 

 

To learn while still a child 

What this life is meant to be. 

To know it goes beyond myself, 

It’s so much more than me.                                                                                                                                     

To overcome the tragedies, 

To survive the hardest times. 

To face those moments filled with pain, 

And still manage to be kind.                                                                                                                                 

To fight for those who can’t themselves, 

To always share my light. 

With those who wander in the dark, 

To love with all my might.                                                                                                                                

To still stand up with courage, 

Though standing on my own. 

To still get up and face each day, 

Even when I feel alone.                                                                                                                                      

To try to understand the ones 

That no one cares to know. 

And make them feel some value 

When the world has let them go.                                                                                                                          

To be an anchor, strong and true, 

That person loyal to the end. 

To be a constant source of hope 

To my family and my friends.                                                                                                                                       

To live a life of decency, 

To share my heart and soul. 

To always say I’m sorry 

When I’ve harmed both friend and foe.                                                                                                             

To be proud of whom I’ve tried to be, 

And this life I chose to live. 

To make the most of every day 

By giving all I have to give.                                                                                                                          

To me that’s what this life should be, 

To me that’s what it’s for. 

To take what God has given me 

And make it so much more                                                                                                                                        

To live a life that matters, 

To be someone of great worth. 

To love and be loved in return 

And make my mark on Earth. 

 



ToGetHerNess 

 

In the cup of your reflection  

Is the rose water’s own essence  

Was it love’s image in the mirror, 

Or has the fire mixed with water?  

Close to the bartender is the fine wine 

The sun accompanied the moon tonight 

Asleep from drunkenness on the tulip’s lap 

From our warmth electricity flows into hands 

In the presence of others our temperatures rise 

In our very own hearts lies the mirage of fire 

In no time, childhood reached old age 

In our book of life, today is like a page 

It’s not the dewdrops that you see on the grass, 

It’s two lips of mouths that waters with passion  

The high sky is so humbled from our elevation 

That the sea ran out of bubbles in contemplation  

In the corner of solitude was the home of honor 

The jeweled treasure comes from ruined corners 

A ray of wine blew into this very fine cup 

At the sunrise, what are you dreaming of love 

The shape of her godly body fell into my thoughts 

She said laughingly that a lotus grew from water 

The orb of her chest appeared from the cup 

A star grew from the neck of the moon of love 

From the soil was pulled the seed of our hope 

A series of dirt that sparkled with laughter, yo 

 The hope that I had for creation away has blown 

The mirage’s deceptions were the light that shone 

Let the dust of our remains smell of flowers, so 

That you’d think from this tulip pure musk grows 

Because lightning quickly laughed and was gone 

The meteor’s light made clear what had to be done   

 



Too Late 

 

At dawn my heart said I should go 

Into the garden where 

I’d pick fresh flowers, and hope to see 

Her flower-like beauty there. 

I took her hand in mine, and oh 

How happily we strayed  

Among the tulip beds, and through 

Each pretty grassy glade; 

How sweet the scent of her curls 

Seemed then, and it was bliss 

To grasp her fingers just as tight, 

And snatch a stealthy kiss. 

For me to be alone beside 

That slender cypress tree 

Cancels the thousand injuries 

That she has given me. 

She’s a narcissus, tall and straight! 

And so how sweet to bow 

My head like violets at her feet 

And kiss the earth there now. 

Your drunk eyes don’t deign to see me, 

Although I really think 

It’s easy to forgive someone 

The worse for love or drink. 

And though it’s good to weep beneath 

God’s cloud of clement rain, 

It’s also good to laugh like flowers 

When sunlight shines again. 

My heart was hurt by her “CheckMate” 

I think I must prepare 

To seek out wider pastures then, 

And wander off elsewhere. 

RimA, be careful not to say 

Too much; it’s pitiful 

To give a jewel to someone who 

Doesn’t show its value! 

 



 Trance’n’Dance 

 

Regarding the real as invisible 

Opens our eyes to life’s miracles 

I said, ‘O heart may you be blessed 

The circle of lovers you’ve witnessed 

And also have the insight to foretell 

What comes up out of our heart’s well 

O soul, how far you go with each breath 

O heart, how you beat with every step 

O bird, how you speak tweets and chirps 

 From water and clay baked our bodies  

That Stir-Fry in the material kitchen 

To jump up out the pan of existence 

Then I was cooked into shape and shade 

That’s when I was given a face and name.’ 

The day soul’s take flight due to your scent 

They know the Beloved is all that’s meant 

As soon as the perfume’s fumes have left 

Our neurons desire for synapses to connect 

I’ve cleaned the skeleton’s out of my closet 

For unconditional love I will become selfless 

To gamble in this love is our soul’s best bet 

Peace is the cost we’re paying to ascend 

My soul in pursuit of that Sun of Eternity 

Is hovering all around Existence’s Sea! 

Ecstatic when we are seated on top of the world 

With two different bodies but with the same soul 

Green Gardens and scenes of birds transporting 

Us into the forest where the stars were glowing 

United we can show them the moon’s shadows 

The greatest marvel is that in a seated position, 

Our soul travels by visual astral-projections! 

 

Love’s an Ascension Movement begins by being selfless ends with transcendence 



 

Transcend & Ascend 

 

I’m Following up Falling in Love 

Following love Falling for God 

Trusting Love, Honesty and Truth 

Respect given is Respect gained 

Attention’s paying Attention 

Affection’s gaining Affection 

Connections saving Connections 

Friends are helping out Friends 

Who can you depend on in the end 

In the end whom have you helped 

 We can depend on our true friends 

And families as our support group 

For fans naturally support our use 

 

Love’s progression 

Not for possession 

Transcend & Ascend 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Tree of Life 

 

Plant friendship’s tree the heart’s desire is the fruit it bears 

And uproot enmity which brings sorrows and cares 

Be friendly, easy, with drunkards Good fellowship’s theirs 

Its pride causes the hangover, Not the bartender’s wares 

Talk with friends, in the night, and see how life fares 

Since when we are gone the heavens will bring others our cares 

And welcome the spring in your heart since the world never spares 

To provide us roses and songbirds whoever despairs 

Love your Beloved Heaven requires you to be one who bares 

The grief of lovers all your life God grant me my prayers 

Your heart is so tired it feels caught in the weary world’s snares 

But sip your wine hear in your heart the hope it declares 

AmiRimA will sit with his soulmate by the stream that we share 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tribe 

 

My selfless verses of poetry 

Devotion in motion worshipping  

Being the best version of me 

Being the best person I can be 

Doing my best personally 

Having my best personality 

Happiness my chest treasuring 

Gladly invested in pleasuring 

Laughing interests measuring 

Rapping benefits extending 

Rima’s profits expanding 

Peace Palaces internationally 

World Peace intentionally 

Transcendentally Meditating 

Yogic Flying Levitating 

Spirits Evolving Consciously 

Involving Rituals Consistently 

Loving Mystical Contemplation 

Mantras Rhythmical Expression 

Sutras Individual Experiences 

 

 

 



Trippin’ 

 

Girl, you got me trippin’ got me flowin’ 

 

Don’t say the heart travels on its own 

For without you my heart won’t go 

We’re traveling through train windows 

Though our journey won’t bring us closer 

Aimlessly take your hand on the bow 

See whose heart doesn’t fear the arrow 

As no news is the most newsworthy 

For death never informed anybody 

It’s best they criticize me with words 

Burnt chests don’t avoid wine of lords 

This seal’s coin is more golden than the sun 

Our blood’s more blue than other lovers blood 

The mountain said as the river went to the sea 

You’re going, but the sea is a lot lower than me 

Face to face we were like each other’s mirror 

But today this mirror is sadder than that mirror 

If you don’t answer me, it’s yourself that’ll be hurt 

A curse can be more effective than prayers unheard 

 

Girl, you got me trippin’ got me flowin’ 

 



Truly Yourz Truly 

 

Something to smoke and drink 

My lover and I are conversing 

Now I feel like the world’s king 

No need for any candlelight 

In our meeting place tonight 

My lover’s moon face: my light 

As wine in our religion’s forbidden  

Drinking with you sins are forgiven 

Yo I see things being passed around 

So kill the noise of all mean sounds 

Don’t talk about anything unsweet  

For me sweetness is when lips meet 

The pleasure of your love’s in my heart 

The treasure of your love won’t depart 

Love Drunkenness so ruined me 

I’ve built these ruins for Eternity 

Enough of all these tales that you tell 

I heard them all, I know them all too well 

 

 

 



Trust In Love 

 

Somewhere over was the One 

Somewhere under the Sun 

Somewhere wanders lust 

Somewhere else love was trust 

Somewhere left to go beyond 

That somewhere the Thunder struck  

That somewhere the Stars were Dust 

And somewhere our wonder wants 

Somewhere where the lover longs 

When someone’s hunger comes 

Then someone’s father hunts 

When someone harbors trust 

There someone’s love was just 

There someone’s love was trust  

 

Where Love was Just 

There Love was Trust 

 

 



To Trust In Love  

 

I took a ride around town 

Looked inside found out I was down 

Looked outside and found a crowd 

I took a ride in a pride 

I told a rhyme to a vibe 

I hold a sign of the times 

I mold designs in my mind 

My road unwinds within time 

I show the prime of my life 

My flow the time of my life 

You know the rhyme in a line 

To support the rise you decide 

O Souls shine all your light 

All Souls strive to thrive 

All goals strive to arrive 

 

Where Love was Just 

There Love was Trust 

 



Trusted You 

 

I put my trust in you 

I put my hope in you 

I gave my love to you 

I gave so much to you 

I became so lost in you 

Yet again I long for you 

I gained a bond so sure 

Attained a love so pure 

I sang these songs for you 

I say all these words to you 

I made these works for you 

I pray to the Lord, I’m you 

I take this oath only for you 

I take the load off just for you 

 

I trusted you because I loved you 

I wanted you, I loved and I trusted you 

 

 

 

 



 

Turnt Up 

 

Everybody here turn it up, turn it up  

Everybody here turn it up, turn it up  

 

You fronting or you longing? 

You stunting or you loving? 

You bluffing or you coming? 

You cunning or you wanting? 

You coming or you running? 

You longing or you hunting? 

You loving or you fucking?  

You something or you nothing? 

 

Everybody here fall in love, fall in love 

Everybody here fall in love, fall in love 

 

 

 

 



 

Twin Flame 

 

HU would be loved let him possess 

A true Beloved’s blessedness 

And share a secret oneness 

Love’s mysterious consciousness 

Lovers like us none else, I guess 

Are found in each other’s presence 

Soul of the World was the name 

Whom my idol made sacred 

While I’m alive her I proclaim 

The Soul of my World became 

None other own’s the same place 

Of trust and loyalty that we share 

So take me as I am, hold my hand 

I promise I’ll be the best man I can 

Promise me you’ll be my best woman 

And I swear by you I’ll always stand  

 

 



Twists & Turns 

 

As the world turns, 

I learned from hookers 

Not to save those hoes 

Don’t pay whores more 

Than their weight in gold 

Start to date your soul more 

Start to chase your goals more 

Playing roles you know: 

As the world turns, 

I learned from twists in plots 

Learned from twisted thoughts 

That I gotta a lot of soul to forgive 

And I gotta a lot of love, so I give 

I gotta a lot of reasons to live 

I got so much trust, yeah I’m rich 

But I got no fucks to give, trick bitches 

 

As worlds twist & turn, Love must be learned 

Trust must be earned, As worlds twist & turn 

 

 



 

U & I 

 

When it comes to you & I, I can’t find you Baby 

When it comes to you & I, I can't find my place 

When it comes to you & I, I keep my mind awake 

When it comes to you & I, I forgive your mistakes 

When it comes to you & I, I forget the missed dates 

When it comes to you & I, I cherish the night’s stayed 

When it comes to you & I, I do miss getting laid lady 

 

When it comes to you & I, I can’t find you Baby 

When it comes to you & I, I can't find my place 

When it comes to you & I, I need to find a way 

When it comes to & I, I seek to mind the space 

When it comes to you & I, I reach the right state 

When it comes to you & I, I please you right away 

When it comes to you & I, why I feel so far away 

 

 

 

  

 



U Knew 

 

If you had my love  

And I gave you all my trust 

Would you comfort me? 

And if somehow you knew  

That your love would be untrue 

Would you lie to me? 

You knew that your love 

Could not be true 

Yet you still lied to me 

Yet you hide from me 

Y don’t you reply to me 

Ghostin’ me so coldly 

Scoldin’ me so openly 

Knowingly Avoiding ME 

Showing me no sympathy 

Ignoring me of your energy 

If you had my love  

And I gave you all my trust 

Would you comfort me? 

And if somehow you knew  

That your love would be untrue 

Would you lie to me? 

 

 



R U Still Down 

 

Tell’em all call me a fool 

But I’m stuck in this love thing 

Plus I’m over heatin’ from the rush 

Our tongues touch 

Kissin' fallin' fireworks 

Watch the sky 

I makes you smile 

But you'd rather have what makes you cry 

Say goodbye and leave now 

With my heart on my sleeve 

Memories now what I found is you 

Still care you had feelings 

And they’re still there baby                                                                                                                

Girl keep it real here 

 

Are you still down? 

Only once in a lifetime 

Touch my soul go slow 

Baby boo don’t rush the flow 

Got me all weak baby 

But I’m strong in parts 

More bounce to the ounce 

With the longest sparks 

Gettin’ mine like fine wine 

Measured in time 

Many other brothers loved you 

But the pleasure was mine 

Mama taught me how 

To love a woman properly sprung 

We committed so I hit it 

So it’s properly done 

 

Are you still down? 

 

 



UnioN 

 

Where are the tidings of union? That I may arise— 

Forth from the dust I’ll rise up to welcome thee! 

My soul, like a homing bird, yearns for Paradise, 

Shall soar, from the snares of the world set free. 

When the voice of love calls me to be its slave, 

I shall rise to a greater far than self-mastery 

Of life and living, time and the mortal span: 

Pour down, Lord! From the clouds guiding grace. 

The rain of mercy that quickens on my grave, 

Like dust the wind bears from place to place, 

I arise and flee beyond the knowledge of man. 

When to my grave you turn your blessed feet, 

Wine and lute you shall bring and hand to me, 

Your voice shall ring through my winding sheet, 

And I will arise and dance to your minstrelsy. 

Though I’m old, clasp me one night to your breast, 

And I, when the dawn shall come to awaken me, 

With a youthful flush on my cheek from bosom I’ll rise. 

Rise up! Let my eyes delight in all your glory and grace! 

Thou art the goal to which all men’s endeavor has pressed, 

And Beloved you’re the idol of Rima’s worship; thy face 

From the world and life shall bid to come forth and arise! 

 

 

 



Unity 

 

With the Soul’s ear hear the soundless sound 

Lover’s tumultuous wailings are all around 

I’m silently listening so speak soul of my soul 

For from your presence words have formed 

World within world continually takes shape 

Amongst these with what do you associate 

The worthy ones chose love to be revealed 

For that is the King of Kings true appeal 

Remember our Lord until self is forgotten 

Beings absorbed in that work are forgiven 

Dancing amorous gazes glance Eternal glory 

Yet the temporal says half of romance’s story 

The blessed favor of one who bestows omens 

And reveals secrets sung in my ear like hymns 

Often my spiritual ear has eavesdropped on my heart 

From two lips in betwixt the hips I heard a lot of talk 

Let the mind’s wine flow until we become selfless 

For in existing as selves we’ve all become restless  

Significant other silently listen become a witness 

To the one who has civilized our living condition 

I will keep my faith regardless of life’s difficulties 

By us remaining faithful life will be less difficult 

So don’t tell your God you have great problems 

Let your problems know you have a Great God 

In the physical realm without you we feel empty 

O Beloved please enter and fill my house’s vacancy 

You were the very first and you’ll be the very last 

Much better than my very first make my very last  

 



Unity’s Tree 

 

Self-Loving Consciousness 

Supreme Peaceful Awareness 

United Beings wakefully visualizing 

Natural Law simultaneously in-synch 

With the Constitution of the Universe 

Instinctively Organizing Intelligence 

Safety-net roots for all systems, remembering 

Enlightened wisdom’s central to its members 

 

Lunar Electrons orbit Earth’s Neutrons 

Earthly Neutrons orbiting Solar Protons 

Sons of Adam being conceived by Eve 

Seeds reaching out from Unity’s Tree 

 

Self-Loving Consciousness 

Supreme Peaceful Awareness 

United Beings wakefully visualizing 

Natural Law simultaneously in-synch 

With the Constitution of the Universe 

Instinctively Organizing Intelligence 

Safety-net roots for all systems, remembering 

Enlightened wisdom’s central to its members 

 

Lunar Electrons orbit Earth’s Neutrons 

Earthly Neutrons orbiting Solar Protons 

Sons of Adam being conceived by Eve 

Seeds reaching out from Unity’s Tree 

 

 



UPdate 

 

I need an upgrade to be up to date  

I need …. I need an update  

 

Yo, I need an update 

Yo, I seek an upgrade 

No baby I can’t wait 

No lady don’t be late 

Don’t need to delay 

Go on seize the day 

Co-create your fate 

Ok so make a change 

Ok so heal the space 

All Souls that feel safe 

Know that’s real faith 

Happiness: a mind state 

Happiness is life’s way…. 

 

 I need an upgrade to be up to date  

I need …. I need an update  

 

 



UpLifted 

 

This moment you will not re-create 

The music swirls all falls into place 

Heart beats in the under currents 

A dark shadow lingering lurking 

The nature of music, the music of nature, 

Swept away into these shadows 

The eternal melody lifting a soul 

Placing it in the clouds 

Realities rhythms echo 

Driven desires flowing 

Engulfs me knowingly 

Escape would be futile 

Drops drowning in life 

Whole, close to paradise 

The music chose to recite 

Powerfully in its prime 

Taking us along the way 

This fantasy full of layers 

 

I’ve drifted confessing my sins 

I’m uplifted counting blessings 

 

 

 



Dream Carrier 

 

I can’t sleep and I can’t think 

My mind’s whirling like a dervish 

Twirling and Spinning in circles 

It’s normal for me to write like this 

Through these spiraling storms, wildly 

Driving whirlwinds form from inactivity 

Many believe that time tends to fly 

But meanwhile my pen hasn’t run dry 

This passion seeks to be felt as compassion 

The quieter part of my mind rests in fashion 

To restore my essence for future anticipations 

Or past initiations accepting present invitations 

Floating, drifting, effortlessly pursuing 

What’s been laid down before, consuming 

Sought, no certainty beyond beliefs, 

A far deeper vortex than conceived, 

Yet surface value eloquently sufficient, 

Self-control this is what you should be! 

None knowing better than any other person 

Why convert to any other, preform perfection! 

All differentiating points, perspectives perceiving 

Through filters, transmitting only colors absorbing. 

Way ahead of the visible is simply beyond words 

the protestor proclaiming that which he hates, 

the protector embracing the lions at the gates. 

Why limit thought to words, words form from thoughts! 

Pure energy, solid form speeding faster than light, 

Transcending both worlds, intertwine to combine, 

Escape or remain, it’ll all still be the same 

The universe is a self-perpetuating space 

Infinitely extended attracting like magnets 

Since our stars are aligned, I’ll just planet out 

 



Vibes 

 

Tell me what’s the vibes, 

Are you down to ride? 

Tell me what’s the vibes, 

Are you down to ride? 

Going to treat you right 

Let me love you long time 

Are you up for flights? 

Tell me what’s your price 

Lady, what’s on your mind 

Are you around tonight? 

Tell me what’s the vibes, 

Are you down to ride? 

Let me pick you up at nine 

Oh you’re such a fine dime 

I really be liking your style 

I really be missing your smile 

Thinking about bump and grind 

Feeling much more love for life 

Now we’re flying the friendly skies, 

How high are these friends of mine? 

You and your friends taking my ends…. 

Tell me what’s the vibes, 

Are you down to ride? 

 

 



Victory! 

 

Learned Sunday’s words to pray 

Turned earthdays to birthdays 

Earn rewards enjoy work play 

Reap benefits of pursuing joy 

Sow interest by exuding glory 

Grow profits choosing victory 

Young stocks to old bonds money 

It costs to have a boss legacy 

Songs respond to current stories 

Beyond both night and day 

Affection focused mind-state 

Consciousness has the right to say 

Feelings have the right to play 

Really, I just got out that way 

Being contains spaces of grace 

Feelings attain states of fate  

Speaking aims to gain praise 

  

 

 



Respect 

 

Like Lebron commented: 

Give me some more respect 

We’re all in competition 

For each other’s attention 

What’ve we taken for granted 

What has become our obsession 

What we own becomes a possession 

Love is our only natural progression 

Our Beloved’s the only actual presence  

Lovers are merely virtual reflections 

Uncovering these layers like curtains 

Only of Life and Death am I certain 

Turning nights to days is a blessing 

Earning the right to stay we believe 

Learning the right way gives me faith 

Shining so bright reflecting light I blaze 

Timing so right its grace’s glorious state 

 

 

 

 



Walk On By 

 

Walk On By 

Talk In Rhymes 

I’m not gonna lie 

Don’t wanna try 

Worlds Collide 

Girls and Guys 

Words of Minds 

Works Combined 

Worth your time 

Search you’ll find 

Your Purpose in Life 

Provide Service to Life 

Demands Supplied 

So, Value the Price 

Financially Strategized 

Digitally Monetized 

Certainly Organized 

Actually Self-Realized 

Reality Well-Analyzed 

Mentality Verbalized 

Personality Fantasized 

Musically Harmonized 

Yo, Spiritually Idolized 

Walk On By, Talk in Rhymes 

 

 



 

Walk the Talk 

 

Walking past the path pass 

Talking raps on tracks facts 

Walking laps in raps facts 

Coming back to pads texts 

Going back to labs tests 

Getting cash in stacks checks 

Setting goals with plans bet 

Getting back to my task yes 

Betting that Rima will last yes 

Feeling what I want to attract bless 

Being what I want to have best 

Seeing that I had to pass tests 

Agreeing that the past is past yes 

Freeing what I had to part with 

Leaving all that I had to bear it 

Reaching what I want to pair with 

 

I’m walking my talk I’m walking my talk I’m walking my talk  

 

 

 

 

 



Wants & Needs 

 

What do you want from me? 

What do you need of me? 

 

What do you want from me? 

What do you need of me? 

Don't you want to break free 

Don't you need to feel happy 

Free yourself of the misery 

Feed yourself vital energy 

Each seeks their own being 

Each keeps their own needs 

Each reaps their own seeds 

Each needs their own peace 

All we really need is L-O-V-E 

All of us just want to feel happy 

 

What do you want from me? 

What do you need of me? 

 

 

 



Watching 

 

What ch’ya want 

Watch your wants 

Watch your thoths 

Watch your tongue 

Love got you sprung  

Trust got you drunk 

Lust got you fucked 

Love’s truth be just 

Lover’s got to trust 

Losers losing hope 

Abusers using force 

Users are using dope 

Smokers choose to smoke  

Drinkers choosing alcohol 

Reminders using boards 

Writers producing words 

Rima’s seducing flows, yo 

Matching Mind’s Flows Rhyming 

Watching Life’s Course unwinding 

Passing Time’s Test while arriving 

 



Waves 

 

Hu, like moonlight 

Has come at midnight 

Messenger of Love 

From altar has come 

Brought forth a torch 

Fire to sleep setting 

From sleepless majesty 

Comes the King of Kings! 

Hu, in clamor creating 

Dervishes harvest to drown 

Full flooded has come down 

In Universe no one but love 

Like king to doorkeeper has come 

Hu, generously feast setting 

 Jubilant devotees he’s inviting 

All souls impatient all hearts quiver 

A little of that quivering 

Turns to trembling quicksilver  

Kind and courteous to all servants 

From those fine manners  

Comes these high standards  

 

 



 

Well-Wishin’ 

 

I wish you well 

Oh you need some help 

No, I ain’t trying to deal 

With none of that 

Yeah, you should want it for yourself 

And if you don’t, too bad 

I can’t make up your mind for you 

You’ve got to decide and choose 

I can’t take steps in your shoes 

You’ve got to take and make moves 

You’ve got to want to self-improve 

We all really need the truth 

Don’t you want a better mood 

Then have a better attitude 

And you’ll have more gratitude 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wet Kisses 

 

All my pleasure is to sip 

Wine from my beloved’s lip 

I have gained the utmost bliss— 

God alone be praised for this. 

Fate, my old and stubborn foe, 

Never let my darling go: 

Give my mouth the golden wine 

And her lips incarnadine. 

(Clerics bigoted for God, 

Elders who have lost the road— 

These have made a tale of us 

“Drunken sots and bibulous.” 

Let the ascetic’s life be dim, 

I will have nothing of him; 

If the monk is in piety, 

God forgive his piety!) 

Darling, what have I to say 

Of my grief, with it away, 

Save with tears and scalding eyes 

And a hundred burning sighs? 

Let no infidel behold 

All the bitterness untold 

Cypress knows to see thy grace, 

Jealous moon to view thy face. 

It is yearning for thy kiss 

That has wrought Rima in this, 

That no more he has in care 

Nightly lecture, matin prayer. 

Wet Kissing Well Wishing Best Wishes With Wet Kisses 



Whatever 

 

Let me know your interest 

Let me know how you invest 

Let me know what you accept 

Let me know who you respect 

Let me know cash or check 

Lemme show cards of the deck 

MasterCard Visa American Express 

Smart answers via bank statements 

Like I grow a money tree 

Like I own the currency 

Like I flow for company 

Like a show you pay to see  

True to the scripture 

True to the written form 

Truth to the pictures 

Worth a thousand more 

Fortunes of the Forbes 

To traveling the world 

Channeling the word 

Changing within forms 

Exchanging new for old 

Thoughts aspire for Soul 

Got desires down the road 

From respecting our hopes 

Come accepting our roles 

Already working for home 

 



 

White Marriage 

 

Partners living together 

Pardon giving to gather 

Part one writing next chapter 

Start young find better answers 

Start some, time left us after 

Heart’s song, rhyme best masters 

Our bond refines then rather 

Long gone deciding when I can ask her 

Dead wrong signing then that’s what I’m for 

Head home light it would shine 

Get grown fine you would find 

Better known it could be time 

Severed oaths it could be mine 

And whenever bored we could retire 

Be forever more should all we desire 

 

 

 

 

 



Who do you Love? 

 

Who do you Love? 

Who do you trust? 

Who do you want? 

Who do you fuck? 

Who makes you cum? 

Who makes you one? 

Who makes you trust? 

Who makes you Love? 

Who breaks you off? 

Who wakes you up? 

Who shapes you huh? 

Who dates you huh? 

Who saves you huh? 

Who banks you huh? 

Who makes you sum? 

Who makes you Love? 

Who makes you Love? 

Who makes you sum? 

Who banks you huh? 

Who saves you huh? 

Who dates you huh? 

Who shapes you huh? 

Who wakes you up? 

Who breaks you off? 

Who makes you Love? 

Who makes you trust? 

Who makes you one? 

Who makes you cum? 

Who do you fuck? 

Who do you want? 

Who do you trust? 

Who do you Love? 

 



Wild Flower 

 

She’s a wild flower 

Takes my breath away 

She gives me high powers 

Always makes me say, O babe 

 

You got me trippin', feelin for different 

Visions of wisdom from all religions 

My position of a disciplined human 

Who is seeking union with you and 

The Universe, just u and i giving birth 

To seeds planted in the mind's earth 

Grow into people's speech and works 

Now I'm buzzin' catching a vibe 

I'm loving you, making me high 

The ultimate truth is soul's don't die 

They reflect all stars in the night sky 

Soul's descended into human shapes 

To ascend to angelic soul's in space 

Humans travel to unknown places 

To find home throughout the ages 

 

She’s a wild flower 

Takes my breath away 

She gives me high powers 

Always makes me say, O babe 

 



 

Wild Flower Child 

 

Within this dark room 

A wild flower child grew 

Bud rose close to its roots 

Bloomed through the gloom of doom 

Micro-Dosed off Magic Shrooms 

Transformed drastically my view 

Now as I look in the mirror 

All I see is you, clearer 

And myself nearer, ourself dearer 

Taking one breath nearer to oneness 

Getting one step closer to what I’ve wanted 

From my loving consciousness 

For my life and its guidance 

Into the bright light’s oneness  

 

Wildflower Child Petals to the Metal  

 

 

 

 

 



Win/Win 

 

Life’s a co-operation, Love’s no competition 

Being All for One and One for All, it’s Win/Win 

 

Competition is fun, when there is no sense of separation 

Sportsmanship combines Competition and Co-operation 

I Believe a truth-based personality is key to Winning 

Achieving Self-Awareness, yet Independently Willing 

As we repeatedly keep promises and commitments 

We get privileged with credibility, trustworthiness 

Readjust focus from personalities and social positions 

Toward the current issues to understand perspectives 

In all relations essential to increase positivity 

Perfectly increases our synergistic efficiency 

Sharing our opportunities creates newer possibilities 

Probability of giving increases our capacity to receive 

 

Life’s a co-operation, Love’s no competition 

Being All for One and One for All, it’s Win/Win 

 

 



Wise Counsel 

 

This time around in loving 

I’ve suddenly been caught 

This time I’ve given my space to time 

I’ve torn apart my heart from life 

Now I live on other things higher states of being 

I’ve burnt up my wisdom, feeling and thinking 

Ah, people, I can no longer be one of you 

Things I think about now are more pure 

I’ve dealt with death, I’ve skipped mortality 

Like an unborn child in the womb of maturity 

I’m very drunk and you’re insane, 

So, who will take both of us home? 

How many times have I told you 

Not to drink so much alcohol? 

I see no sober man in town: 

Each drunker than the other 

You playing hide and seek 

Who is drunker, you or me? 

Hey I’m out in the open, see 

I left the house one day 

Met a drunk on my way 

If, in the school of Divine Love 

You don’t even know the alphabet 

Don’t worry; you’ll be filled like Prophets 

With both the Light of Love and Reason 

Don’t worry if you’re not world famous 

God knows best and hides his servants 

Like a treasure, for their own security 

And in places that are little known 

For would you put your treasure 

Where anyone could discover it? 

The Love of God is a holy fire 

Consuming all difficulties entirely 

The ghosts are chased away by daylight 

You’re loved by Him look for the reply 

In the same place the question arised 

Look for the reply in the very same place 

You bent in adoration with trust and faith 

 



 

Wish 

 

Wishing from afar 

Follow where you are 

Wishing on the dream 

Follow what it means 

Wishing for a queen 

Giving her everything 

She has ever seen in her dreams 

Following her brightest star 

Wishing she’d co-star as my coast guard 

Bringing us much closer 

Gifting us with more culture 

Following our nature 

Wishing to our Creator 

Working for a cause greater 

Serving the purpose of pleasure 

Learning the meaning of together 

Living to be feeling better 

 

 

 

       



 

Witness 

 

God hasn’t created anything  

more mystical than man’s spirit 

Not in the earth nor in the heavens 

He’s revealed the mystery of all things 

But He’s sealed the mystery of us beings 

Since the eye of the Witness beheld spirit 

Nothing will never ever remain hidden 

God’s Our Beloved witnesses belong to Him 

The eye of the Beloved becomes the just witness 

The object of God’s regard: the pure heart and spirit 

 The King’s gaze is always fixed upon his favorite 

The mystery of his amorous play with his favorite 

Was the origin of all the veils in His creation 

On the night of the Holy Prophet’s Ascension 

Our Loving Lord said for you I created Heaven  

 

 

 



WOKE 

 

Woke Flows 

Spoke the Soul 

Knowing it’s Source 

 

Roads reaching homes 

Goals needing to grow 

Words speak in codes 

Flows freeing the Soul 

Clones seeking forms 

Drones need remotes 

Chosen to be Amor 

Hoping to be whole 

Rose to these roles 

Shown to be known 

Closer to the source 

Stroked these chords 

Spoken these tones 

Wrote these notes 

 

 

 



WombMan 

 

In a small house in Tripoli lives 

an Ocean of wisdom. Watching her 

motions, years of repetition have 

perfected her skills. Her little 

secrets make this daunting task 

almost easy. Having raised her 

babies, spent some seventy-odd years 

sensing the world, sharing smiles, 

advice, recipes…having discovered 

the secrets of what makes the 

world’s axis spin, she knows that a 

simple touch can bring comfort to a 

restless mind; a smile bring ease 

to a searching soul, with words, 

make hearts strong. She does not 

live life retrospectively; every day 

a different chance to manifest into 

a butterfly. Roaming the Earth has 

left her delicate feet chapped, but 

when dawn breaks, she smiles, stands, 

and readies herself for the new day. 

I stare in awe, watching her pray, 

And pray that one day, I too will 

Have the wisdom of the WombMan. 

Within the Woman’s Womb Man’s given shape, 

If it’s our Woman Hu create can they be created? 

  

 



Wonder 

 
 

The everlasting universe of things 

Flows through mind, rolls its rapid waves, 

Now dark, now glittering, now reflecting gloom 

Now lending splendor, where from secret springs 

The source of human thought its tribute brings 

Of waters with sounds half its own, 

Such as feeble brooks will assume, 

In wild woods, among mountains alone, 

Where waterfalls around it leap forever, 

Woods and winds contend, and a vast river 

Over its rocks ceaselessly bursts and raves. 

The fountains mingle with the river 

And the rivers with the ocean, 

The winds of heaven mix forever 

With a sweet emotion 

Nothing in the world’s single 

All things by a law divine 

In one spirit meet and mingle. 

Why not I with my wife? 

See mountains kiss high heaven 

And waves clasping one another 

No sister flower would be forgiven 

If she disdained her brother herb 

And the sunlight clasps the earth 

And the moonbeams kiss the sea: 

What are busy bees work worth 

If you won’t kiss me my honey? 
 

 

 



 

Won’t Let Go 

 

Won’t Let Go, Don’t Let Go 

Don’t Lose Hope, Won’t Lose Hope 

 

I sure hope my flows dope 

Like pure coke tony yay-yo 

Light pure words full of hope 

Use works so fully absorbed 

Youth learn to follow the soul 

Group’s support helps for sure 

Work chose self with the words 

Goals shown well with the Herb 

Home grown left me being remote 

Mobile Phones extensions at home 

Roaming Zones available networks 

Soul’s work prevails getting heard 

Roles shown details of the Lord 

Notes flowing tales of our Soul 

Don’t go away from the Source 

Don’t lose the way back Home   

 

 



Words…. 
 

 

One word’s too often profaned 

For me to profane it, 

One feeling too falsely disdained 

For you to disdain it, 

One hope is too like despair 

For prudence to smother, 

And pity from you more dear 

Than that from another 

I can’t give what men call love, 

But will you accept not 

The worship the heart lifts above 

And the Heavens reject not, 

Our desires for the stars, 

Of tonight’s for tomorrow’s, 

The devotion to something afar 

From the sphere of our sorrows? 

Music, when soft voices die, 

Vibrates in our memory— 

Odors, when sweet tulips sicken, 

Live within the sense they quicken. 

Rose leaves, when the rose is dead, 

Are heaped for the beloved's bed; 

 So are thoughts, when we’re gone, 

Love itself shall slumber on. 

 

Words…Words…Words 

 
 

 

 



Word Play 

 

Where love is our true magnet 

There words are like pure magic 

Loveless words are cast into hell 

Loving words supporting us well 

Minds are like computers 

Gossiping infects systems 

Loving words rid toxic emotions 

And dispel our fears of freedom 

Taking things personally bothers 

Making all important, prospers 

Becoming immune to problems 

Loving beings must solve them 

Excuses made for controlling 

Allies supplying short comings 

Things taken less personally 

Accepting separate realities 

Seeing and hearing, selectively 

Doing our best, we live intensely 

 

Double edged, our words 

Create or Destroy Worlds 

 

 



Work 

 

The wings of Time are black and white, 

Pied with morning and with night. 

Mountain tall and ocean deep 

Trembling balance duly keep. 

In changing moon, in tidal wave, 

Glows the feud of Want and Have. 

Gauge of more and less through space 

Electric star and pencil plays. 

The lonely Earth amid the balls 

That hurry through eternal halls, 

A makeweight flying to the void, 

Supplemental asteroid, 

Or compensatory spark, 

Shoots across the neutral Dark. 

Man’s the elm, and Wealth the vine; 

Stanch and strong the tendrils twine: 

Though the frail ringlets thee deceive, 

None from its stock that vine can reave. 

Fear not, then, thou child infirm, 

There’s no god dare wrong a worm. 

Laurel crowns cleave to deserts, 

And power to him who power exerts; 

Hast not thy share? On winged feet, 

Lo! it rushes thee to meet; 

And all that Nature made thy own, 

Floating in air or pent in stone, 

Will rive the hills and swim the sea, 

And, like thy shadow, follow thee. 

 



World Peace 

 

The epoch Power of Love 

overcomes Love of Power 

We’ll enjoy World Peace 

 

Our soul's every cell is eavesdropping 

We bridge our gaps in communication 

And grant souls wings by imagination 

Everything is created from perception 

Your perspective experiences processes 

Beings are defined from consciousness 

Begin to identify your spirits existence 

Extend by building people's strengths 

Expanding awareness of self-sufficience 

That creates relationship independence 

Our Soul's Evolution leads to progress 

Soul Purpose is to raise consciousness 

 

The epoch Power of Love 

overcomes Love of Power 

We’ll enjoy World Peace 

 

 



 

XtraMentall 

 

 
As atoms are mainly empty space 

If humans used full capacity of their brains 

We’d know the other world from where we came 

 

The reason the Universe exists 

Is Experience for Consciousness 

Or indwelling being, the higher self 

Neither body nor mind the inner self 

Not intertwined parts of the manifest 

It's the underlying consciousness 

Primal matter isn’t conscious 

Cosmic intelligence isn't conscious 

The mind is something material 

Like Emotions, Thoughts and Ego 

Primal matter's manifestation exists 

For indwelling being's experience 

For over external factors to gain mastery 

To its true nature becomes understanding 

Consciousness isn’t anything material 

We detach consciousness from the external 

First, we learn to detach from the physical 

Then from emotional, mental and egotistical 

We return to our nature as Pure Consciousness 

This is called Self-realization or True Liberation. 

 

As atoms are mainly empty space 

If humans used full capacity of their brains 

We’d know the other world from where we came 

 

 

 



Ya Heard 

 

My ears to the beats 

Hear what they need 

Here’s what they seek 

I’m dear to the streets 

Appear when I speak 

Amir’s pen runs deep 

Tears sweat to bleed 

Smear ink on leaves 

Clear links of poetry 

Cheer drinks to receive 

In nearness do believe 

Everything’s needed 

Yes, let me repeat it 

Every experiences needed 

Things happen for reasons 

Like the times and seasons 

Rapping rhyme’s realness 

Subtract mind Add feelings 

 

Ya Heard, Ya Heard, Ya Heard 

 

 



You Don't Own Me 

 

Yo, I know I don't own you 

You can do what you want to 

No, I'm not the one to argue 

But from my point of view: 

I'm just another boy toy 

You use just for your joy 

You're using me as a decoy 

I proved I'm the Real McCoy 

Without trust can you enjoy 

You going from boy to boy 

Collecting much more toys 

Baby girl you're a baddie 

So, nasty call me daddy 

Spicy girl meet Sugar Daddy 

Got the sweets & meats, papi 

Giving treats but not to tricks 

Been tricked by other bitches 

Only thinking about my riches 

Totally found out they're ditches 

Found out their vicious, malicious 

No, I don't want to be another victim 

But I don't wanna be on they shit-list 

Cause I've had their best interest, I did 

Cause I stand for their best wishes, I did 

And I've acted for your best benefits, indeed 

 



You’re Free 

 

Take your time 

I’ll take mine 

Make your life 

I’ll make mine 

Raise your child 

I’ll raise minds 

Stay on your grind 

I’ll stay on mine 

Pay me no mind 

I’ll pay you no mind 

Play who gets out alive 

Games to see who survives 

Aims set out to thrive 

Chase the best of life 

Face the test of time 

Erase regrets of a child   

When I checked last 

Cash became an app 

In my memory bank 

With plenty of thanks 

I’m giving it back 

And bridging gaps 

As I’m linking back 

I’m bringing beings back 

Me being writer man 

See, I’m seeing wider than 

Freeing minds of man 

Needing slight of hand 

Keeping right programs 

Feeling light of plans  

You’re Free, Home Free 

 

 



X 

 

Are you still down with me? 

Are you still around for me? 

Which way will the ball bounce? 

Before its hit, tipped out of bounds 

So much grip handling all my rounds 

 Pitching no-hitters from the dug-out 

Don’t even need to be on the mound 

Quit saying that I can’t rebound 

So, stop playing hard to be found 

You see my feet firmly on the ground 

I can be with you or move without 

If you don’t know what I’m about 

You should know I’ll never foul-out 

I just want to free you of your doubt 

Tell me your needs please speak up loud 

Are you still down with me 

Will you be around for me 

You there when it counts with me 

Was lost now found my peace 

Was gone now around daily 

Nightmares nights without sleep 

Lit the way to live my dreams 

Or co-exist within my means 

For Justice, Respect and Liberty 

Serving rights protecting lives yee 

Earning stripes deserving life oo wee 

Living stars preserving light truly 

Giving starts freeing minds really 

Gaining hearts enjoying life fully 

 



Y 

 

I always ask myself Y 

Should I ever be shy 

When I ask myself Y 

I wouldn’t even say hi 

Then I ask myself Y 

I couldn’t ever say bye 

I always ask myself Y 

At times I didn’t try 

I always tell myself right 

I never needed to lie 

I always let myself sigh 

Sometimes we all cry 

 So, I held myself tight 

In those lonely nights 

Yo, I helped myself rise 

There’s much more to life  

 

Y Peace is a Divine sign Designed to free the mind 

Designed to feel all of life Y Peace is a Divine sign 

 

 

 

 



 

Z’s 

 
 

Take this kiss upon the brow! 

And, in parting from you now, 

Thus much let me avow — 

You are not wrong, who deem 

That my days have been a dream; 

Yet if hope has flown away 

In a night, or in a day, 

In a vision, or in none, 

Is it therefore the less gone? 

All that we see or seem 

Is but a dream within a dream. 

 

I stand amid the roar 

Of a surf-tormented shore, 

And I hold within my hand 

Grains of the golden sand — 

How few! yet how they creep 

Through my fingers to the deep, 

While I weep — while I weep! 

O God! Can I not grasp 

Them with a tighter clasp? 

O God! can I not save 

One from the pitiless wave? 

 

Is all that we see or seem, 

Just a dream within a dream? 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


